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Signature
Series

Introducing the Signature™ and Allure™ Series—Truth’s breathtaking new
handle sets for the sliding patio door market are elegant and revolutionary in design.
Truth has designed a unique set of patio door handles created to enhance any size
patio door.

Handle Sets Offer:
• The opportunity to customize your door through escutcheon style options
• Compatible with industry standard single or multi-point mortise locks
Signature
Series

• Handles to fit stile thickness ranging from 1.25″ to 2.25″
• Optional key lock cylinders
• Inactive configurations for OXXO doors
• Extended bosses on inside and outside escutcheons to enhance handle stability

Allure
Series

• Truth’s Signature Series are available in plated decorative finishes on solid brass
or painted finishes on zinc
• Truth’s Allure Series are available in painted finishes on an aluminum base

Signature
S E R I E S

For more information visit www.truth.com or call 1-800-866-7884.
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More great fenestration products
available from

Super Spacer

®

Struc tural Foam Systems

For the next level in acoustic performance
—with the same glass thickness
»
»
»

Fast process - 20 minute cure
High quality and consistent process
No mixing - single component liquid

S-GLAZE

™

STRUCTURAL ADHESIVE

Exceptional protection against
leaks during UVEKOL® production

co coat ™
GLASS PROTECTION SYSTEM

The sustainable choice for extremely durable,
high-performance, warm edge insulating glass units
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ne can walk from
booth to booth and see
that some manufacturers’ product lines are so similar
that they could switch booths in
the middle of the show and hardly
miss a beat.” This is a statement
made by Mike Collins in his column on page 14. I decided to put
his premise to the test while at the
International Builders’ Show (IBS)
in February.
I laughed to myself as the first
two booths I visited had nearly
identical products. While continuing to walk the show, I saw the same
products—dramatic entry doors
with beautiful designs (for more on
this, see page 30). That’s not to say
companies shouldn’t offer these
products—there obviously is a market and a desire for them from consumers. However, with all these
options, manufacturers must differentiate themselves somehow. If
company X is late on an order, the
buyer can go to company, A, B, C or
even D for a similar product. With
all this competition, it doesn’t leave
much room for error.
While the article on page 30 talks
about a number of trends seen in
Orlando, following are a few additional observations.
Moving Beyond Residential.
When Pella purchased EFCO earlier this year, Collins wondered
whether this was the start of a new
trend: traditionally residential
companies delving into the commercial realm. It seems that could
be the case as Hurd announced at
IBS that it will now serve the lightcommercial market.
Differentiation. In a bad
news/good news scenario, a few
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companies reported that, as the
market is down, manufacturers are
now broadening their offerings as a
point of differentiation. “Now that
things are slower they [manufacturers] have time to take on new products/salespeople have time to learn
how to sell the products, manufacturing people have time to put it
into production,” said Dale Moses
of W & F, a hardware supplier.
Staying Afloat. In a down market, it was nice to hear that there are
manufacturers and suppliers who
are surviving. “Even in a down market this will be a great year for us,”
said Lori LePera of Deceuninck.
“We will stay flat this year, which
we consider as an accomplishment,” said Wayne Gorell of Gorell
Windows and Doors.
Focusing on Installation. Lastly,
a trend that I was particularly
pleased to see is the fact that several door and window manufacturers
are focusing on a problem-area:
installation. Companies such as
Pella made this a focus at their
booths, which included installation demonstrations. And education is definitely needed as builders
at the Pella booth told the company. “I didn’t know I was doing it
wrong all these years,” said Dave
Motdland, manager of Pella’s
Installation Process.
Jim Horn of MW Windows and
Doors, a Ply Gem company, said
his company has people dedicated
to installation training. “We go on
site to customer locations and
bring builders in to conduct training. The good ones are willing to be
trained,” he said.
Here’s to the good ones and hoping more of them come along.
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Glass

accompanied by one or more sets
of data in his table that showed
the measured UV transmission
and Tdw-ISO for comparable
glazing make-ups with and without laminated glass. With such
data the reader would better
be able to determine how “comparable” the two products actually are.
Sincerely,
Mark P. Gold
Applications Manager
Solutia Inc.

Tell Us Your Thoughts
DWM welcomes your feedback.
Please send letters to the editor to
ttaffera@glass.com.
❙
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AAMA ANALYSIS

Breathing New Life into an Old Document
2008 Window, Door and Skylight Standard is Complete
BY
t is said that industry standards
are “living documents” because
constant movement and change
are to be expected. The performance-based, material-neutral North
American Fenestration Standard
governing doors, windows and unit
skylights, AAMA/WDMA/CSA 101/
I.S. 2/A440 is no exception, and the
latest round of care and feeding has
prepared a new 2008 version
which was just approved by the
International Code Council (ICC)
for adoption.
These changes have prepared the
2008 edition to supersede the 2005
edition. While much has remained
the same, there are additions, revisions and clarifications stemming
from marketplace developments,
test laboratory experience and the
realities of product specification and
code enforcement.

I

Changes at a Glance
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The following is an attempt to
summarize those changes quickly.
Performance Classes. Perhaps of
greatest importance is the reduction
in the number of door and window
performance classes from five to
four. For more than ten years, the
performance classes have been: R
(typically for one- and two-family
residential applications), LC (typically for low-rise multi-family
dwelling and offices, professional
buildings or motels), C (typically
lighter industrial buildings, hotels
and retail buildings), HC (typically
hospitals, schools, government and
other mid-rise buildings) and AW
(typically for larger institutional,
high-rise buildings or where
demanding use of fenestration products is expected).
www.dwmmag.com
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For the 2008 edition, the C and
HC classifications have been eliminated and a new “CW” classification
has been added. Entry-level
Performance Grades (PG)––are 15
psf (720 Pa) for R class, 25 psf (1,200
Pa) for LC class (where larger sizes
and higher loading requirements
are expected), 30 psf (1,440 Pa) for
the new CW class (commonly used
in low-rise and mid-rise buildings
where larger sizes, higher loading
requirements, limits on deflection,
and heavy use are expected), and 40
psf (1,920 Pa) for the AW class (midand high-rise buildings where
increased loading requirements
must meet the most extreme environmental and usage conditions).
Primary Designation. The format
of the “primary designator”—the
way in which compliant windows
are
identified—has
changed.
Formerly consisting of the type code,
followed by the class and performance grade (e.g., C-R25 for a casement product tested for R-class
qualification at a design pressure of
25 psf), the designator now consists
of the performance class followed by
the PG designation and the size tested, and then the type code (e.g., RPG25 (760 X 1520 mm) – Type C).
Performance Grades. Optional
performance grades may be specified in each class above the minimum “gateway” requirement in
increments of 5 psf, up to a maximum cap of 100 psf—changed from
the former cap of 65 psf above gateway design pressure—for all classes
except AW, for which there is no cap.
Test Sizes. An alternative minimum test size has been added for Rclass products. This provision allows
a product to qualify for the R

Performance Class via testing of a
specimen that is smaller than the
usual gateway minimum test size,
provided that it qualifies at a higher
minimum PG as specified in the
standard for different product types.
Product Types. A 31st product
type has been added as covered by
the
standard:
the
Tubular
Daylighting Device (TDD). TDDs
are non-operable fenestration
units typically field-assembled
from a manufactured kit, consisting of an exterior-glazed weathering surface, a light-transmitting
tube with a reflective interior surface and an interior-sealing device
such as a translucent ceiling panel.
Secondary Designators. The
addition of these, optional supplements to the primary designator, can
be used to indicate positive or negative design pressure, the water penetration resistance test pressure and
the Canadian air infiltration/exfiltration level.
Additional changes focus on
requirements for side-hinged doors
(SHD). Force-to-latch requirements
have been changed from a prescriptive 15 lbf (65 N) maximum to a “test
and report” requirement only. Also,
the heaviest available glazing assembly must be used (or simulated with
weights) on specimens submitted
for
operating
cycle
testing.
Successful testing then qualifies
products of equal or lesser weight. ❙
Ken Brenden serves as technical
standards manager for the American
Architectural Manufacturers Association
in Schaumburg, Ill. He may be reached at
kbrenden@aamanet.org. Mr. Brenden’s
opinions are solely his own and do not
necessarily reflect those of this magazine.

EYE ON ENERGY

Let Green Be Your Guide
Developing Energy-Efficient Windows for the Future
BY
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JACKSON

reen is more than a trend. It’s ment provide greater comfort and reduces carbon dioxide pollution,
creating an opportunity to promote
here to stay. In the building save them money.
If you sell and market to the the green benefits of windows.
industry, you can feel the
The choices you make in window
momentum. An increasing number southern climate zones, where
of consumers are seeking sustain- cooling energy makes up more of construction carry U-value and
able building products to help make the total household energy bill, you SHGC consequences. Glass options
their homes environmentally friend- will need to focus on the effects of can reduce U-values of the total winly. For window manufacturers and solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC). dow by up to 0.17, going from clear
sellers, this movement translates For each 0.10 reduction in SHGC, float to an emissivity of 0.18 in a typinto significant opportunity. To meet there is an average corresponding ical vinyl window; triples with krypton can reduce that Uthe growing demand for
value by another 0.10, or
green products is to conFor each 0.10 reduction in SHGC, there is
down to 0.15. The choice
tribute to the sustainabilan average corresponding reduction in
of insulating glass spacer
ity of our planet—and
energy load of 4 MBTUs per home-year by
also can have an impact by
your business.
Two main camps have reducing the amount of solar energy (infrared) as much as 0.04, going
from aluminum spacer
emerged for measuring a
that can enter through the window.
bar to the lowest-conducproduct’s green qualities:
tivity non-metal spacer.
composition and conserNow consider that each 0.01 Uvation. Composition is concerned reduction in energy load of 4
with the materials that make up a MBTUs per home-year* by reducing value improvement in a window
product, or the process and energy the amount of solar energy can save approximately 400 pounds
that go into manufacturing the (infrared) that can enter through of carbon dioxide per year in a typproduct—including recycled or the window. The opposite change of ical home—and hundreds of dolenvironmentally friendly materials. 0.10 increase in SHGC in the north- lars a year to the homeowner.
As homeowners choose energy
Conservation looks at products ern heating zone allows more heat
from the standpoint of how their energy into the home, saving up to 4 efficiency in their windows in
performance may help to save ener- MBTUs per home-year, which can increased numbers, window fabrigy or protect the environment over reduce carbon dioxide pollution by cators have important choices to
make. Let green be your guide.
their useful life. Windows fall into more than one ton per year.
In the northern heating and cool* U-value simulations were perthis latter category. For purposes of
defining windows as an energy-sav- ing climate, the impact of U-value formed by Enermodal Engineering
ing appliance, we will consider improvements is larger than the effect Limited using Window 5.2 and
of the SHGC changes. For every 0.05 Therm 5.2 as per NFRC 100, and
them to have green potential.
What can your company do to U-value improvement (decrease), NFRC 500, 2001 on December 23,
produce the most marketable, we see approximately 5 MBTUs 2003. Energy savings were calculatenergy-efficient window possible? reduction in energy consump- ed using Resfen 5.0 and climate
It’s a vital question, because when tion—or approximately 1.5 tons of locations in Tampa, Fla., and
homeowners think green, they carbon dioxide potential reduction. International Falls, Minn.
❙
The most recent proposed
often think of windows first.
Windows can account for between changes to the ENERGY STAR® pro- Ric Jackson is director of marketing and
10 and 25 percent of the total ener- gram (see the February 2008 issue of business development for Truseal
gy consumption for heating and DWM, page 16), demonstrate the Technologies Inc. He can be reached at
cooling
an
average
home. importance of optimizing SHGC rjackson@truseal.com. The views and
Homeowners want energy-efficient and U-value of windows to help opinions expressed in this article do not
windows that will help the environ- save energy. Saving energy also necessarily reflect those of this magazine.
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PROTECT THE VIEW

“Less Than One Percent”
We’re Better Than That
BY
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BURK

here is a current television measure? Do you measure what defect costs at this level.
We know that the windows we
commercial for an insurance matters?”
In some cases this standard build are reliable more than 99
company that proclaims
proudly that nine out of ten of its answer is meant to keep the actu- percent of the time. We know they
customers would recommend the al number a secret. Most manu- are good windows because we
company to someone else. Are facturers don’t want to share their back them with extended warcompany officials really proud that defect rate with the public. But ranties. Guarantees of product
ten out of every one-hundred of internally it is a different story. You performance for 25 years, lifetime
their customers wouldn’t recom- need to know exactly what the or transferable lifetime are available. In addition, the industry
mend them to a friend or relative? defect rate is.
tests its products volunSome companies in
tarily to extreme condithe door and window
tions in order to prove
industry present the
When I hear this answer, my next question is
their durability.
same
unintended
always, ‘Less than one percent of what?’
We also know there is
image when they proroom for improvement.
claim that their failure
We have all heard the
rates are less than one
We all have read or heard about saying, “If something cannot be
percent. That would mean that out
it
cannot
be
of the last 1,000 windows they the many quality programs avail- measured,
manufactured or installed, as able to general industry and manu- improved.” It’s time to talk about
many as ten might not perform facturing today. Some programs real measurement. You need to see
your
manufacturing
satisfactorily. I don’t believe it. I have come and gone while others where
been
very
successful. process stands. Find real measurknow the door and window indus- have
Programs such as Six Sigma have able meaningful numbers. A
try is better than that.
Have you heard the same proven to improve quality and Kaizen team or event would be a
answer to different quality ques- eliminate defects or mistakes. good place to start. A Kaizen team
tions in your manufacturing facil- Companies that take full advantage involving both workers and manity? It’s a great answer and it seems of Six Sigma work toward a goal of agement will help define where
to satisfy most managers and cus- 3.4 defects per million opportuni- your company stands and find
tomers in the industry. “Oh, we’re ties. At the Six Sigma level, the cost ways to improve.
Start telling the truth. We know
less than one percent.” It seems to of quality is estimated to be less
that your failure or reject rate is
work for: What is your field failure than one percent of sales.
Some recent articles suggest less than one percent, probably
rate? How many remakes do you
do everyday? What is your argon that most manufacturing compa- much less than one percent.
loss rate? How much of your glass nies operate between the 3 Sigma Determine where you stand, then
is scraped? How many windows and 4 Sigma level. One percent and only then you can begin to
end up in the bone yard and never failures in 1,000 windows would improve as you continue to proleave your factory? What is your be equal to 10,000 defects per mil- vide high-quality windows that
employee turnover rate? What is lion opportunities or a Sigma protect the view.
❙
your profit margin? Well, it proba- value of about 3.8. The cost of
operating at this defect percent- Mike Burk serves as product manager
bly doesn’t work for that last one.
When I hear this answer, my age level is estimated to be for Edgetech IG. He may be reached at
next question is always, “Less than “roughly 20- to 30-percent of sales mike.burk@edgetechig.com. Mr. Burk’s
one percent of what? What do you revenues.” In today’s competitive opinions are solely his own and do not
measure? When do you measure? market very few door and window necessarily reflect the views of this
Who measures? How do you manufacturers could survive with magazine.
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The integration of beauty and function.
How can hardware so functional look so good? It’s not only beautiful to look at, but
graceful to the hand. Solid. Substantial. Sophisticated.
We’ve thoughtfully integrated the finest European design, craftsmanship and performance, and adapted it to the North American market. A timeless collection for every
architectural style.
Winkhaus features are unmatched, like our flush-mounted, above the lever eclipse
cylinder. Or our new and unique maintenance-free lifetime finishes, such as our
industry-first PVD Bronze; a remarkable oil-rubbed look that stays forever new.
Reach for a Winkhaus door lever. Because when you elevate the appearance of your
doors like this, it suggests the entire home is of uncompromised quality. What better
way to open doors to more customers.
Winkhaus North America, Inc.
1171 Universal Boulevard • Whitewater, WI 53190
P: 262.472.8800 • F: 262.472.8900 • www.winkhaus.us.com

Always precise

TREND TRACKER

Competing in a Down Market
Developing Innovative Green Products is the Way
BY
he debates regarding whether
green building is merely a fad
have come to an end. While
published estimates of the size of the
green building industry vary widely,
there is widespread agreement that
these markets are growing rapidly.
All door and window manufacturers
would be well-advised to try to win
their share of these large and growing markets. Companies that don’t
already offer green products must
examine the economic benefits to
manufacturers of doing so.
There is a strong case to be made
for the environmental benefits of
green building in areas like energy
and water use, creation of landfill
waste and pollution. However,
these reasons alone are not likely to
spur companies that have not
already done so to invest the effort
and money needed to develop
green products. It is more likely
that such late adopters would find
the economic benefits of green
products to manufacturers much
more compelling.
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Standing Apart
The first benefit of offering green
products is that it allows for differentiation from competitors. Many
times, industry trade shows become
the embodiment of “me too” thinking that is a problem in many industries. One can walk from booth to
booth and see that some manufacturers’ product lines are so similar
that they could switch booths in the
middle of the show and hardly miss
a beat. Investing in the development of a green product line that is,
first and foremost, more energyefficient, gives companies the ability to differentiate a portion of their
www.dwmmag.com
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product lines from that of competitors. Another benefit of a
green product strategy is that it
allows for continual improvements in energy efficiency, the use
of sustainable materials and other
areas that become ideal topics for
press releases, advertisements
and new brochures.
Companies that offer green door
and window products also help
builders and architects achieve
LEED certification for their homes
and buildings. Obtaining LEED certification is a newsworthy event for
these customers and the types of
products that contributed to the
certification typically are mentioned in the press coverage. All of
this creates opportunities for wordof-mouth and referral business for
the manufacturers whose products
were used in the building.
The last and, many would say,
most important reason for offering
green doors and windows is that, if
they are sold properly, they should
command a premium price and
offer manufacturers higher profit
margins. For example, manufacturers of impact-resistant products
offer a product with unique and
compelling benefits and they
expect and receive higher prices on
these products. There is no reason
that companies producing environmentally superior products that
meet important needs of their customers should not expect to command a similar premium. Having a
unique product line that carries a
higher margin also makes a manufacturer more attractive to potential capital providers or acquirers.
Acquirers, in particular, frequently
are motivated by the desire to

round out their product offerings.
For such buyers, a “me too” manufacturer would be of no interest.

It’s All in the Sales Pitch
The true challenge is in selling
those products properly to customers. Every company’s sales
force must be taught to focus on
the cost of the product over its lifetime, rather than its initial cost.
Past studies have found that, for
large commercial projects, investments in green products can produce returns of five to ten times the
money invested (even when future
savings are discounted back to the
present). If it can be determined,
for example, that a given door or
window product should be expected to pay for itself over a measurable number of months or years,
then that must become the mantra
of the sales force.
It is easy in a time of market softness to tighten the purse strings
and limit investment in areas like
developing a green product line.
The scarcity of door and window
manufacturers exhibiting at the
2007 GreenBuild show indicated
that this may have happened. It is
reasonable to cut costs in a down
market, but the great companies of
the world did not cost-cut their
way to the top. Most often, innovation was a driving factor behind
their success and innovation
requires investment.
❙
Michael Collins is with Jordan, Knauff
& Co. He may be reached at
mcollins@jordanknauff.com. Mr. Collins’
opinions are solely his own and do not
necessarily reflect the views of this
magazine.
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Energy and Environment News

NAHB Launches Green Building Program
he National Association of
Home Builders (NAHB) has
launched its National Green
Building Program, an education,
verification and certification program that will allow builders to
build green homes. The program
was launched at the International
Builders’ Show held in early
February (see related story on
page 30). The New American
Home™, on display in Orlando,
was the first show home to be certified in the new program. The
project was awarded “gold” level
certification.
The program features an online
scoring tool at www.nahbgreen.org,
which shows the builder how to
accrue points in seven categories:
water, energy and resource efficiency, lot and site development,
indoor environmental quality,

T

global impact and homeowner
education. The program sets point
requirements in each category for
the bronze, silver and gold levels
(see chart below). An Emerald
level will also be available once
the standard is complete in the
spring.
Homes are inspected and verified by local green experts and the
documentation is sent to the
NAHB Research Center for review.
If the project qualifies, the home
can receive national certification
from the Research Center.
Emily English, green building
program manager, launched the
program to a room full of NAHB
attendees. In fact, many were
unable to hear the details as the
session had to close its doors as it
was full to capacity.
She stressed that the program is

Points Required for the Three
Different Levels of Green Building
d
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Bronze

Silver

Gold

Lot Design, Preparation
and Development

8

10

12

&

Resource Efficiency

44

60

77

Energy Efficiency

37

62

100

Water Efficiency

6

13

19

Indoor Environmental Quality

32

54

72

Operation, Maintenance
and Homeowner Education

7

7

9

Global Impact

3

5

6

100

100

100
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available online and is easy to use.
In fact, Tom Kenney of the NAHB
Research Center said users can
keep track of projects online as
the program is Internet-based.
“It takes a Turbo Tax approach,”
he said. “It walks you through step
by step and gives you helpful hints
along the way.”
One the standard is approved it
will be released as an NAHB/ICC
ANSI-approved standard, according to English.
Cost of participation is $150 per
project for NAHB members (will
be higher for non-members) in
addition to the verifier fee. The
association will provide members
with a list of accredited verifiers
on its website. The verification
cost can range from $200-700 dollars, English said.
“It allows builders to pick and
choose how they accumulate
points,” she added. “It allows for
regionally appropriate choices.”
When designing for a project,
builders can choose a prescriptive
path or a performance path.
Kenney said an essential item in
the program is energy efficiency.
DWM learned that builders can
earn eight points for using ENERGY
STAR® windows.

LEED versus NAHB

Additional points from
sections of your choice
www.dwmmag.com

According to English, people
always ask how this program differs from the U.S Green Building
Council’s LEED for Homes
Program. She gave the example of
one project that would cost 1 percent more to certify to NAHB and
2.7 percent more to certify to
continued on page 18
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Extrusions

Saw quickly, accurately and
safely with our PMI Series.
•
•
•
•
TigerStop is a registered
trademark of TigerStop, LLC.

Miter Cuts Left and Right
Speeds up to 3,000 rpm
Burr-Free, Mirror Finishes
Saw Blade Safely Housed
Below Work Table
• Efficient Chip Evacuation
• Smooth, Chrome-Plated
Work Table

Now Available

TigerStop® Automatic
Length Control

800-323-7503

www.patmooneysaws.com • sales@patmooneysaws.com

Bending Solutions
Not just
Mac hines
Along with our partnering manufacturers, providing a turnkey
solution for bending applications is what we are known for.
Storefront extrusions,
windows extrusions,
automotive tubing parts,
RV components, and a
variety of job shop parts
are a few of the industries
we have provided solutions for.
Your success is our business.

J & S Machine Inc.
W6009 490th Ave.
Ellsworth, WI 54011
Tel: 715-273-3376
E-mail: sales@jsmachine.com
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CONTINUED

LEED. She also said the NAHB program is less
cumbersome.
“Our builders have told us [LEED is] like applying
for a Supreme Court briefing,” she said. “Time is
money for builders.”
In the question and answer portion of the session
an architect in attendance pointed out that it’s virtually impossible to earn a LEED certification for a
large home, for example, 8,000 square feet. He asked
if this is the case with NAHB’s program. English said
that you don’t get penalized for a large home, but for
structures above 4,000 square feet you’ll have to earn
points in other areas.
Another attendee questioned whether the program would become mandated.
“This is an above-code voluntary standard and we
are going to fight to keep it that way,” said English,
though she did concede that some areas of the country may mandate it.

DOE to Undertake
Window Research Project
The Department of Energy’s Office of Energy
Efficiency and Renewable Energy intends to issue a
“Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) to
select and fund approximately two teams to develop,
manufacture and commercialize cost-effective,
highly insulating windows with an NFRC U-value
rating of 0.20 BTU/hr-Ft2-°F or lower.” The
announcement was made in the Federal Register on
Tuesday, February 19.
According to the Federal Register, the FOA is
expected to be issued on or about April 21, 2008. The
project likely would last 12 to 24 months and would
require a 50-50 industry cost-shared effort with the
DOE, and those selected for the project will be
announced in late 2008.
❙❙➤ www.energy.gov

LEED for Homes Reference Guide Now
Available for Pre-Order Online
The LEED for Homes Reference Guide, a comprehensive tool for residential builders using the LEED
for Homes Green Building Rating System, is now
available for purchase online at www.usgbc.org/store.
The Reference Guide offers more than 350 pages of
information, resources and standards for the LEED
credits covered within the residential green home certification program.
The Reference Guide is available for pre-order and
will begin shipping in April 2008.
❙❙➤ www.usgbc.org/store
❙

What’sNews

COMPANY NEWS

Atrium Re-Launches Company Brand

branding strategy during 2008.
“The Atrium brand has been
associated with great value,” says
Greg Traurig, national accounts
manager. “We have
refreshed the Atrium
Patio Doors identity to
reflect this proud tradition and the high quality customers expect
from our products.”
Customers nationwide will begin seeing
re-designed point-ofpurchase
displays,
advertising and other
marketing materials for
Atrium (Series 1100 Sliding Patio Door shown here) Atrium Patio Doors
early this year.
has a new branding message for 2008.
Woodgrain Millwork

trium
Patio
Doors,
a
Greenville, Texas-based manufacturer, has announced it
will introduce a refreshed national

A

KUDOS

Amesbury Group’s Textile Division Honored
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he
Amesbury
Group-Textile
Division was presented with an award for
the 2007 Industry of the
Year by the Greater
Statesville Chamber of
Commerce in North
Carolina on January 22.
“On behalf of the 97
individuals that make up
the family of AmesburyTextile, I would like to
say thank you,” said Rich
Gustin, general manager
of the textile division, in
accepting the award. “It
is their hard work, dedication and care for one
another that makes us David Bradley, president of the Statesville Chamber of
successful. They are Commerce, presented the award to Rich Gustin and Joe
deserving
of
your Henry, both of Amesbury-Textile Division.
recognition.”
www.dwmmag.com

acquired Atrium in 2000 and since
then the company has built an
automated manufacturing facility
consisting of 125,000 square feet
and has been taken under new
management.

Nordson Launches Online
Parts and Services Center
Duluth, Ga.-based Nordson
Corp. has launched a new online
Adhesive Systems Parts and
Services
Center.
The
site,
www.parts.nordson.com, provides
registered customers with a unified,
comprehensive hub for purchasing
Nordson parts, contacting sales and
service representatives, and obtaining a full range of up-to-date technical and product information.
“This new site was designed to
make it easier and more convenient for our aftermarket customers
to do business with us,” said Chris
Brooks, senior manager for aftermarket - North America. “By
bringing together product, service
and technical data in a single
online location, customers can
quickly get the information and
support they need.”
The Adhesives Parts and Service
Center’s “Buy Online” feature
allows registered customers to link
directly to Nordson’s e-commerce
site, where they can check pricing,
place sales orders and check order
status, 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week. In addition, the homepage’s
“Aftermarket Highlights” section
provides easy access to commonly
requested replacement parts for
adhesives system products, including applicators/guns, nozzles,
continued on page 22

Loå3-366 > XL Edge > Neat > Preserve

Clear advantage.

Windows that stay cleaner longer and clean easier – what could be more advantageous?
That’s what you get with Neat™ naturally clean glass. Neat harnesses the power of the sun’s
UV rays to loosen dirt so water can rinse it away, leaving windows virtually spotless. No
activation required. What’s more, when Neat is applied to Loå3-366™ (low-e cubed) glass, you
add the perfect balance of low solar heat gain and high visibility. So give your builders one
more clear advantage – with Neat. For more information, visit cardinalcorp.com.
N AT U R A L LY C L E A N G L A S S

Cardinal CG Company Superior glass products for residential windows and doors

A CARDINAL GLASS INDUSTRIES COMPANY

What’sNews
CONTINUED

hoses, filters and reconditioned
equipment.

Roto Frank of America
Unveils New Logo
Chester, Conn.-based Roto Frank
of America Inc. has a new corporate
logo.
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“There are so many changes
within the industry today and
within Roto Frank of America, as
well as Roto Frank AG, our parent
company in Germany,” says Dan
Gray, director of sales and marketing. “The Roto company group
thought now was a perfect time to
update our look with a more modern and streamlined logo design
that will be consistently used by
all of our companies.”
In addition to the new logo, the
two division names of Roto Frank
AG also have changed to define the
nature of their respective businesses more clearly. “Architectural
Hardware” becomes “Window and
Door Technology” and “Building
Element Sales” is now “Roof and
Solar Technology.” Roto Frank of
America Inc. is part of the Window
and Door Technology division.

Titan Wood Opens
North American Office
Titan Wood Limited, a subsidiary
of Accys Technologies PLC, has
opened a regional North American
office in Dallas. The company manufactures Accoya® wood, which the
company says is a high-performance, non-toxic, sustainable
alternative to tropical hardwoods,
toxic treated woods, wood composites and artificial alternatives.
“Dallas is the ideal base for our
regional office due to its central
www.dwmmag.com

location, the ease of doing business
there and its abundance of qualified
personnel,”
says
Willy
Paterson-Brown, executive chairman of Accys Technologies.

Edgetech Announces
New Location for
Marketing Services
Cambridge, Ohio-based Edgetech
I.G. has announced that its marketing services team, located at
its parent company Lauren
International in New Philadelphia,
Ohio, moved to a new Design
Center located at Edgetech headquarters in Cambridge, Ohio in
January.
“We’ve contemplated this move
for some time,” says Larry
Johnson, executive vice president
for Edgetech I.G. “The new Design
Center will be an exciting addition
to our facility. The marketing team
will benefit from easy access to
product managers, sales managers and other company personnel—and vice versa. We hope to
streamline
the
department’s
processes to more quickly bring
valuable marketing materials to
our customers.”

ASSOCIATION NEWS

New AAMA Document
Addresses Resistance
of Side-Hinged Doors
The Schaumburg, Ill.-based
American Architectural Manufacturers Association (AAMA) has
released AAMA 925-07, a specification for testing side-hinged
door leaves. The revamped sixpage document, first published in
2003 and titled Specification for
Determining the Vertical Loading
Resistance of Side-Hinged Door
Leaves, includes several updates.
The specification establishes a
standard method of evaluating a
side-hinged door leaf for its ability to resist a vertical load along

the lock stile in a typical door
frame application.
“In addition to various editorial
changes, the most significant edits
were the requirement of a maximum force-to-latch load in the test
report and the 15-pound pass-fail
criteria was replaced with a new
procedure for conducting force-tolatch tests,” says Ken Brenden,
AAMA technical standards manager. “The force-to-latch testing protocol was modified to coincide with
that identified by the newest edition of the North American
Fenestration Standard/Specification
for windows, doors and unit skylights (AAMA/WDMA/CSA 101/I.S.
2/A440-08).”
Revisions also were made to
section 3.5, which describes an
apparatus called “force gage,” and
section 1.2 was added to explain
that the primary units of measure
in the document are metric and
values given in parentheses are for
reference only.

briefly

As of February 1, Stokesdale,
N.C.-based Bentley Sales &
Marketing Inc. began representing
The Delaney Co. in Connecticut,
Delaware, District of Columbia,
Florida,
Maine,
Maryland,
Massachusetts, New Hampshire,
Rhode Island, Vermont and Virginia
... WoodWare Systems in Cordova,
Tenn., is celebrating 25 years in
business. The company was founded
in 1983 as part of a millwork company, and now develops industryspecific business solutions for companies that pre-hang doors and sell
doors, windows and millwork products … Southwest Michigan First
(SWMF) recognized Azon USA Inc.
with the “SWMF Catalyst Award.”
Azon was recognized specifically
for its commitment to growth in
the Kalamazoo Region.
❙

Custom Windows and Doors
Made Easy

Kolbe® windows & doors are recognized nation-wide for their beauty and quality. Kolbe products are also some of the industry’s most
customizable, making them a favorite of architects, builders, and homeowners.

Add “Easy” to Beauty, Quality, and Customizability
%XW .ROEH .ROEH 0LOOZRUN ZDV QRW VDWLV¿HG WR MXVW SURGXFH VRPH RI WKH KLJKHVW TXDOLW\ PRVW
customizable products in the industry. Kolbe also wanted to be the “easiest to do business with”.
That meant making it easy for dealers to help customers select from the many available product
series, dimensions, shapes, features and options to create the perfect windows and doors for their
home or commercial building. It also meant making it fast and easy for dealers to accurately price
and order Kolbe custom products.
That goal has been achieved through deployment of a new Internet-based quoting system. Now
available to dealers and distributors nation-wide, the new Kolbe ProQuote® system has dramatically
VLPSOL¿HG WKH SURFHVV RI VSHFLI\LQJ DQG TXRWLQJ .ROEH SURGXFWV 7KH PRVW FXVWRPL]DEOH ZLQGRZV
and doors in the industry are now also the easiest to buy.

Kolbe ProQuote based on BuyDesign® from TDCI
The Kolbe ProQuote system is based on BuyDesign guided selling software from TDCI Inc.
BuyDesign is also the foundation for new quoting systems being deployed by a number of other
national and regional window and door manufacturers.

“We’re working to make
Kolbe & Kolbe ‘easier to
do business with’ than
any other manufacturer
of custom windows and
doors. BuyDesign from
TDCI is helping us do
that.”
Mike Salsieder, President
Kolbe & Kolbe Millwork Co.,
Inc.

7R OHDUQ PRUH DERXW %X\'HVLJQ JXLGHG VHOOLQJ DQG FRQ¿JXUDWLRQ VRIWZDUH VROXWLRQV YLVLW ZZZWGFLFRPHDV\ RU FDOO 
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hen you think of software, you may not think
of a high-price tag that
comes with other pieces of equipment, such as some machinery
used for door and window manufacturing operations. However,
software packages also can come
with significant costs so it is just as
important to do your research
when it comes to making this type
of purchase. But unlike a machine,
it is difficult sometimes to evaluate
software packages and their capabilities accurately. Some may be
better suited for one material type,
while others may be tailored
toward larger manufacturers. It
could be overwhelming for manufacturers to make a decision.
Keeping this in mind, DWM
sent a comprehensive survey to
approximately 20 suppliers who
target the door and window industry. The ones who responded to
that survey are included in this
comprehensive guide.
So, even if you’re not thinking of
making a purchase now, store this
away for future use as it can save
you valuable time and money later.
A few notes about the information below. We asked suppliers if all
door and window manufacturers,
regardless of the material they produce (wood, vinyl, aluminum,
fiberglass, etc.) could use their
software. All suppliers said manufacturers of any material can use
their software. Also, size of manufacturers refers to what size manufacturing companies is most
appropriate to use the software
offered by a particular supplier.

www.dwmmag.com

Company

Full ERP

Bid Master Electronic Catalog (Bid Master)
BuyDesign (TDCI)
CANTOR PROFESSIONAL (Albat and Wirsam)
CenterPoint (WTS)
Edgenet m2o- ®
EQUANTIS (Elcia)
FeneVision® (Fenetech)

CRM

✔
✔

LeanNET Advanced
Manufacturing Software (GED)

✔
✔

MAC-PAC XE (TDCI)
Made2Manage, Intuitive ERP (Consona)
MasterPoint (WTS)

✔

PMC MATE suite of products
(PMC Software)
Ponderosa Millwork and Building Materials
Software (Computer Associates Inc.)
Windowseller (Windowmaker)
Windowmaker Express (Windowmaker)
Windowmaker Lite (Windowmaker)
Windowmaker ERP (Windowmaker)
Windowmaker SQL (Windowmaker)
WoodWare Systems (WoodWare)

Albat and
Wirsam North America
127 Bellevue Way, SE Suite 100
Bellevue WA 98004
www.albat-wirsam.com
P: 425/467-0996
Number of years in business:
More than 25
Do you service the door and window industry exclusively? No
Number of employees: Total group
203
Size of manufacturers: Those with
less than $1 million to $50 million in annual sales
Number of manufacturing facilities in which your software is
installed and used in production: More than 1,200
Number of active dealers that use
your software: More than 5,000
Software products offered:
• CANTOR PROFESSIONAL–
Completely Integrated ERP
Solution
Customers include:
• Window City
• Dashwood (Anderson Windows)

✔

✔
✔
✔

✔

• Durabuilt Windows
• VPI Quality Windows
• Euroline Windows

Bid Master Inc.
4877 Wheatly’s Pond Rd.
Smyrna, DE 19977
www.bidmaster.com
P: 302/653-6630
Number of years in business: 23
Do you service the door and window industry exclusively? Yes
Number of employees: 26
Size of manufacturers: All sizes
Number of manufacturing facilities in which your software is
installed and used in production: 68 door fabricators, 18
window manufacturers
Number of active dealers that use
your software: Approximately
8,700
Product Name:
• Bid Master Electronic Catalog
Customers include:
• ODL
• Kolbe & Kolbe dealers
• Millwork Specialties

Accounting

Order entry/
configuration

Dealer/sales
channel/quoting/
dealer ordering

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
✔

Architectural
tools

✔
✔

✔

✔

• Shelter Windows
• Hayfield Windows

Computer Associates Inc.
36 Thurber Blvd.
Smithfield, RI 02917
www.caisoft.com/ponderosa
P: 800/422-4782
Number of years in business: 31
Do you service the door and window industry exclusively? No
Number of employees: 60
Size of manufacturers: Those with
revenues ranging from $5 million to more than $100 million
Number of manufacturing facilities in which your software is
installed and used in production: We have companies running our software throughout
the United States.
Number of active dealers that use
your software: See above
Software products offered:
• Ponderosa Millwork
• Building Materials Software
Customers include:
• Tucker Door & Trim Corp.

•
•
•
•

Manufacturing
execution

Data mining–tools
Logistical
and offerings
planning software

✔

✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
✔

✔
✔

✔

✔
✔
✔

✔
✔

✔
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
✔

✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔

Windowizards
North Atlantic Corp.
The Detering Co.
JB Sash & Door Co.

✔

• Jasper Seating Co. Inc. (a wood
furniture manufacturer)
• Eric Scott Leathers (a leather
goods manufacturer)

Consona Corp.

Edgenet

450 East 96th St., Suite 300
Indianapolis, IN 46240
www.consona.com
P: 888/8 CONSONA
Number of years in business: 22
Do you service the door and window industry exclusively? No
Number of employees: More than
600
Size of manufacturers: All sizes
Number of manufacturing
facilities in which your
software is installed and used
in production: Approximately
4,300 customers
Number of active dealers that use
your software: Not applicable
Software products offered:
• Intuitive
• Made2Manage
Customers include:
• White County Mouldings

8 Cadillac Dr., Suite 300
Brentwood, TN 37027
www.edgenet.com
P: 877/334-3638
Number of years in business: 18
Do you service the door and window industry exclusively? No,
we serve the building product
industry and all their channels
(e.g. retail, dealer, distributor, ecommerce, etc.).
Number of employees: More than
200
Size of manufacturers: Those with
$10 million to more than $100
million in annual sales
Number of manufacturing facilities in which your software is
installed and used in production: More than 20,000. One
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manufacturer alone has successfully deployed our software
to more than 8,000 locations.
We serve nine of top ten door
and window manufacturers by
revenue.
Number of active dealers that use
your software: Thousands of
dealer locations nationwide.
Our manufacturers currently
deploy to their dealer networks,
so we don’t have a number but
it encompasses most major
dealers and distributors in the
United States.
Software products offered:
– ® (made to order, guided
• m2o
selling/quoting and ordering
software for windows and
doors)
• iCat™ (electronic catalog management application)
Customers include:
• Andersen
• Pella
• MI Windows & Doors
• Milgard
• REEB Millwork

ELCIA
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448 Place Jacques Cartier
Montreal, Quebec H2Y 3B3
Canada
www.elcia.ca
P: 514/908-3565
Number of years in business: 1
Do you service the door and window industry exclusively? Yes
Number of employees: 35
Size of manufacturers: All sizes
Number of manufacturing facilities in which your software is
installed and used in production: Our software is not for
manufacturing windows; it’s to
sell windows. So for us, manufacturers buy it for dealers.
Number of active dealers that use
your software: Nearly 2,500
Software products offered:
• EQUANTIS
www.dwmmag.com

Customers include:
• Blanca Canada Inc.
• Kehl Window Systems Inc.
• Cheney Windows & Doors
• Fenetres Cote Et Freres
• Portes & Fenetres Granby

GED Integrated Solutions,
NxWare Division
9280 Dutton Dr.
Twinsburg, OH 44087
www.gedusa.com
P: 330/487-5095
Number of years in business: 35
Do you service the door and window industry exclusively: No
Number of employees: 200
Size of manufacturers: Those with
$10 million to more than $100
million in annual sales
Number of manufacturing
facilities in which your
software is installed and used
in production: Approximately
500 facilities
Number of active dealers that use
your software: Our software is
for manufacturing and therefore
is not used by dealers.
Software products offered:
• LeanNET advanced manufacturing software
Customers include:
• Andersen/Silverline
• Pella
• Atrium Windows and Doors
• MI Windows and Doors
• Milgard Windows and Doors

FeneTech Inc.
1455 Danner Dr.
Aurora, OH 44202
www.fenetech.com
P: 330/995-2830
Number of years in business: 12
Do you service the door and window industry exclusively? Yes
Number of employees: 20
Size of manufacturers: All sizes
Number of manufacturing facilities in which your software is

installed and used in production: 80
Number of active dealers that use
your software: More than 400
Software products offered:
• FeneVision® Production Control
• FeneVision® Tracking System
• FeneVision® Information Center
• FeneVision® Web Center
• FeneVision® Remote Order
Entry
• FeneVision® Machine Interfaces
• FeneVision® Accounting
Interfaces
• FeneVision® Service Module
• FeneVision® Sunroom Designer
• Max-Opt
Customers include:
• Sunrise Windows
• Polaris Technologies
• TRACO
• Weathervane Windows
• Patio Enclosures Inc.

PMC Software Inc.
8 Bartles Corner Rd., Suite 11
Flemington, NJ 08822
www.pmcsoftware.com
P: 908/806-7824
Number of years in business: 26
Do you service the door and window industry exclusively? No
(also service flat glass)
Number of employees: 19
Size of manufacturers: Those with
less than $1 million in annual
sales up to $10 million
Number of manufacturing facilities in which your software is
installed and used in production: Approximately 150
Number of active dealers that use
your software: Not applicable
Software products offered:
• Automate
• Bedmate
• Boxmate
• Breakmate
• Estimate
• Flexmate
• Gridmate
• Helpmate
• Inmate
• Lamimate
• Linealmate
• Markmate
• Rackmate
• Receivemate

• Scoremate
• Seammate
• Shapemate
• Shipmate
• Spacermate
• Stripmate
• Tablemate
• Tapemate
• Trackmate
• Weldmate
• Windowmate • Windowmation
Customers include:
• BF Rich
• Simonton Windows
• Hurd Wood Windows
• Atrium Windows & Doors
• Harvey Industries

TDCI Inc.
8760 Orion Place, 3rd Floor
Columbus, OH 43240
www.tdci.com
P: 800/630-6687
Number of years in business: 16
Do you service the door and
window industry exclusively? No
Number of employees: 80
Size of manufacturers: Those with
$1 million to more than $100
million in annual sales
Number of manufacturing facilities in which your software is
installed and used in production: 60
Number of active dealers that use
your software: It is estimated
that between 5,000-10,000 dealer users access BuyDesign (as
provided to them by their manufacturers) for quoting and
ordering.
Software products offered:
• BuyDesign
• MAC-PAC XE
Customers include:
• Kolbe
• Atrium
• Therma-Tru
• Eggers
• Ply-Gem

Windowmaker Software
115 Wolseley St., Unit A
Toronto, Ontario M6J 1K1 Canada
www.windowmaker.com
P: 416/762-5299

Number of years in business: 25
Do you service the door and
window industry exclusively?
Yes
Number of Employees: 80
Size of manufacturers: All sizes
Number of manufacturing
facilities in which your software
is installed and used in
production: 1,500
Number of active dealers that use
your software: More than 1,000
Software products offered:
• Windowseller
• Windowmaker Lite
• Windowmaker Express
• Windowmaker SQL
• Windowmaker ERP
Customers include:
• Veka
• PH Tech
• Rehau
• Dominion Windows

WoodWare Systems
8304 Macon Terrace Rd.
Cordova, TN 38018
www.woodwaresystems.com
P: 901/763-3999
Number of years in business: 25
Do you service the door and
window industry exclusively? Yes
Number of employees: 18
Size of manufacturers: Those with
$1 million to more than $100
million in annual sales
Number of manufacturing
facilities in which your software
is installed and used in
production: More than 125
door, window and millwork
distributors, dealers and
manufacturers
Number of active dealers that use
your software: See above
Software products offered:
• WoodWare System–ERP software
• WoodWare WMS–Warehouse
Management software using RF
scanners
• WoodWare WebConnect–

Internet quoting and ordering
software
Customers include:
• Reeb Millwork Corp.
• Barnett Millworks Inc.
• Slone Lumber Co., Inc.
• New England Millwork Inc.
• Pacific Millwork Inc.

WTS Paradigm LLC
8383 Greenway Blvd., Suite 520
Middleton, WI 53562
www.windowengineering.com
P: 608/664.9292
Number of years in business: 9
Do you service the door and
window industry exclusively?
Yes
Number of employees: 55
Size of manufacturers that can use
your software: Those with $1
million to more than 100 million
in annual sales
Number of manufacturing
facilities in which your software
is installed and used in
production: 52
Number of active dealers that use
your software: More than 15,000
Software products offered:
• CenterPoint – Order entry,
Quoting, Configuration
• MasterPoint – Manufacturing,
materials management
Customers include:
• Sun Windows
• Ventana
• Harvey Industries
• Pollard Windows
• Eagle Windows
continued on page 28

For more
software
products, visit
ww.dwmmag.com.
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All in the Details: Looking
at One Company’s Pursuit
to Purchase Software

by Ellen Rogers
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Q. What was the decision-mak- of those and how their system would
n early 2007 Jeff Miller, presiaddress each issue. Then we asked
dent of ComfortLine Windows ing process like?
A. First, we came up with a list of each to come in and give us a fullbased in Toledo, Ohio, was no
longer satisfied with the software companies that we knew specialized blown presentation, and again we
in the fenestration business and we tried to structure the presentations
system his company was using.
“Our team felt the company had gave it to our consultant. While we so we could evaluate the informaoutgrown the capabilities of our knew some of the companies in that tion adequately. Having said all of
current system and we questioned arena, our consultant did some work that, it still wasn’t perfect. I think our
[its] ability to adequately support and came up with a few more. One consultant did a very good job of
our anticipated growth,” said of the criteria we established at the organizing all of the information,
Miller, who then decided it was start was we wanted a supplier and at the end of the day we tried to
time to explore other options and focused on our industry and not a make the evaluation and decision as
generalist. From that point forward, objective as possible. We got down to
select a new system.
there were a two candidates that we felt were
The decision-making “It’s a long, relatively torturous whole lot of steps equal in their skill sets and equal in
and exhausting process.”
to wean down their technical abilities, support,
process that
the crowd. Again, etc., and that final decision became
led him to
purchase the Paradigm System it was a pretty structured environ- extremely difficult. It [came from] a
from WTS Inc. wasn’t as simple as ment and our consultant came up vote of the team we’d assembled and
walking into the local Best Buy for with criteria for us to evaluate the advice from our consultant. It’s a
the latest version of Windows. various programs. We asked them long, relatively torturous and
Instead, he, along with a team from for overviews of their companies exhausting process. If you talk to
his company and a hired consult- and from that we eliminated a few. people we dealt with, including
ant, researched nine suppliers and We weaned the [original nine com- those we didn’t select, they’d probably say we overtheir products thoroughly to get panies] down to
some
the exact one that was right for his seven and then “We had no interest in being a looked
things and we
asked them for
business.
guinea pig in this.”
probably did.
Miller spent some time talking more information and [we met with them] to get It’s an imperfect process. But we
with DWM about the process.
Q. How long ago did you pur- acquainted. From there, we weaned have been pretty happy with our
the list down to three and from those decision so far.
chase the software?
Q. What were some of the criteria
A. We made the commitment mid three we asked for very specific prolast fall and we went through a very posals and in those proposals we you used to narrow the field?
A. After sales support was
structured search. We hired a con- tried to get them to propose things
sulting group (Magnet) that special- in the same way with the same crite- extremely important. Overall cost
izes in assisting Northern Ohio ria so we could do an apples-to- was a factor, but I would say overall
cost was not the main factor by any
manufacturing
companies.
It apples comparison.
In my experience, it’s extremely stretch. Not that it wasn’t important,
turned out they had a specialist who
worked with enterprise resource difficult to evaluate one software but we said from the very start we
planning (ERP) systems. We talked company versus another because would not make this decision based
to him, we liked him, we liked his each has strengths and weaknesses on price. There was also technical
experience and we retained him to and the weaknesses are often buried confidence in the people we were
in the details. Naturally, they will dealing with, the state of the prohelp us select the right package.
Q. How many people at your emphasize their strengths while gram development and feedback
company were involved with the short-siding their weaknesses. So, from customers—we had no interwe gave them a specific set of crite- est in being a guinea pig in this.
purchasing decision?
A. We had about seven or eight; ria broken down into buckets of There were about 75 specific cateall of the segments of the company information for different areas and gories (reports, applications funcasked them to tell us about each one tionality, customer information,
were represented.
www.dwmmag.com

At ComfortLine Windows, the company went through an extensive
software selection process before deciding on a final product that was
right for the company and its plant.

quoting and order entry, purchasing what they said they could deliver in
and receiving, inventory manage- the time they said they could do it?
Q. When researching this deciment, capacity planning, remakes,
machine interface, shipping, etc.), sion, were there any surprises along
and then under each of those areas the way?
A. Most of it was new. We had a
we had a number of questions, so
we made a matrix. Instead of having system in place for a number of
them come in and present to us, we years that we felt was inadequate,
sent this whole proposal out and and we were looking to correct what
we felt were its shortcomings. So it
had them fill it in.
Q. What do you think are the one was a struggle to get out of the paraor two most important factors when digm of our own system and fully
grasp how each of these [others]
making a software decision?
A. [For us], it came down to how would eliminate the problems. And
confident we were in the organiza- that’s where things got subjective.
We had reptions that gave us
these responses “I have been involved in these resentatives
and when we went things before and I have seen of every segment of our
on to further quessome colossal failures.”
business and
tioning, how confident we were that they really were each had his own agenda.
on top of all this. I have been Obviously, each is not necessarily
involved in these things before and I involved in the [whole thing], but
have seen some colossal failures. only a portion of it. So it was difficult
And one of the things I’ve noticed to weave all of this together. It was a
over the years, when evaluating new demanding process and everyone
systems, is there’s such an over- shared a lot of time, including me,
whelming amount of information devoted considerable time trying to
that it’s easy for a [supplier] to con- gain a cursory understanding of
fuse the people to whom they’re pre- each system.
Q. Why is it so critical to research
senting. The devil is in the details in
these systems, and even with the the software companies and their
comprehensive process we went products thoroughly before making
through, eventually it came down to a final decision?
A. It’s a major investment, it’s a
a subjective decision: how confident
were we in the groups with which we major undertaking that touches
were dealing? Could they deliver everybody in the business and

every customer and every vendor
and the risk of making a wrong
decision is quite high. Nothing
happens in our business, or probably any type of business, that
doesn’t some how get embroiled in
the system.
Q. What advice would you give
other manufacturers considering
this type of purchase?
A. Anybody looking to select and
then install one of these systems
really needs to go through a somewhat similar process and get all
facets of the business involved.
When you’re evaluating these systems it’s important to drill down
and keep asking “Why?” until you
get to the answer. Those questions
are best asked by the most knowledgeable people in your company.
The best suggestion I can give is
you cannot just hire somebody, give
that person the assignment and
expect it to get done the way you
want it to be done. The best thing to
do is select the absolute key person
in your business, and make
him/her responsible for the overall
project, and backfill the vacated
position. A successful installation
requires the full attention of someone who understands the products
and processes of the business.
❙
Ellen Rogers is a contributing editor for
DWM magazine.
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he peephole is back. But it’s
bigger and more elaborate
than ever. It now takes the
form of a speakeasy and
dozens of these could be found
around
the
halls
of
the
International Builders’ Show (IBS),
held recently in Atlanta. And these
beautiful doors, made of wood or
fiberglass, are similar to a fine
piece of furniture that consumers
can show off to the outside world.
IBS is a venue for door and window manufacturers to unveil their
latest product offerings and a way
to gain insights into the latest door
and window trends. Read on to find
out what else will be big in 2008.
(It’s far more than green products.)

T

Making a Statement
in the Entry Way
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Door and
Window

Trends

Making Grand Entrances is a Big One
by Tara Taffera

Above: Weathershield was one of
many manufacturers showcasing
dramatic entry doors.

www.dwmmag.com

Door manufacturers are making
entrances
more
dramatic.
Company officials at Weather
Shield believe the latest trends
include furniture-quality fenestration products. To meet this need,
the company introduced a variety
of
products
including
the
Neoclassical Collection, the second
family in the Collections™
Distinctive wood door and window
line. The new family is well-suited
for upscale traditional custom
homes that replicate classic architectural styles popular from the
1700s to the early 20th century.
“The Neoclassical Collection is
unlike any other window or
door product line available,” said Jeff Williams,

The Luxury aluminum doors from
Fleetwood USA stood out at IBS
among numerous wood doors.

senior brand manager for architectural marketing for Weather Shield.
“We’ve painstakingly considered
every detail of this product line to
ensure it truly captures the authenticity of the period. The narrow
sash profile, optional sash lugs,
simulated divided lites with a colonial ogee profile to the interior and
a putty glazed bar to the exterior
and solid wood construction are
almost unheard of in today’s era of
mass production.”
As the second family in the
Collections product line, the
Neoclassical Collection builds on
the foundation of the first, the
Spanish Colonial Collection (which
was another trend seen widely at
IBS—doors built around Spanish
architecture). But this product isn’t
just found in the Southwest. In fact,
Plastpro’s Marcel Chehade said
these designs can be found in any
state, even Midwestern ones such
as Ohio. Another popular element
seen around the show and offered
by Plastpro is the Craftsman and
rustic styles.
Plastpro offers dramatic fiberglass doors incorporating beautiful
design elements shown by many
manufacturers at IBS. The company also introduced authentic
wrought iron glass and wrought
iron frames as just another stylish
option for homeowners. This rustic
look was offered by dozens of manufacturers showing
that it is definitely a trend
to watch.

And when it comes to these
entry door designs it seems that
bigger is better. Chehade reports
that even 42-inch doors are being
built in double doors.
Pella was another manufacturer
focusing on dramatic door designs.
“Your home can literally look like
your castle,” said Pella’s Kathy
Krafka Harkema.
Pella’s new wood entry doors satisfy the appetite for luxurious
beauty, she said. Made of quality
woods including mahogany, rustic
walnut, American white oak and
cherry, Pella wood entry doors feature the look of fine wood furniture.
In addition, forged iron accents,
and unique, decorative hardware
in a variety of options are available
on the company’s entry doors.

America introduced a line of windows for the residential market,
designed to complement any
architectural style. The new line is
available in double-hung casements and picture windows, as well
as bay and bows.
The windows also feature energy-efficient and low-maintenance
glass, according to the company.
“In response to consumer desire
for low-maintenance products, we
wanted to add more value to our
replacement windows by offering it
as a standard feature,” said Pat
Daniels, director of sales and marketing. “Homeowners will appreciate that fact that these windows
require even less maintenance
than other products without paying the premium.”

New Vinyl Lines

Aluminum is Still a Force

While the wood and fiberglass
manufacturers had a flair for the
dramatic, vinyl manufacturers
were in full force with new lines as
well.
PGT Industries introduced its
new Vinyl Series 2100. The new
construction line offers wood-like
details such as traditional brickmould frames, contour grids, simulated divided lites, wood-like trim
detail, while also offering optimal
thermal performance. The windows have oneweek lead times,
according to the
company.
On the replacement side, YKK AP

With all the luxury wood doors
on display, luxury products were
also offered by Fleetwood USA, but
in aluminum doors. These stood
out among the plethora of wood
offerings. The company offers
everything from luxury entrance
doors to multi-slide and pocket
door systems to traditional sliding
doors. It also offers an impactrated sliding door system for
coastal markets.
MW Windows & Doors®, a manufacturer of door and
window products for residential
construction,
unveiled MIRA™, a new

Vinyl manufacturers, such as
PGT Industries, introduced new
products.

continued on page 32

According to IBS exhibitors,
the peephole is back, and
now it’s in the form of a
speakeasy, such as this door
from Pella.
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continued from page 31
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line of premium aluminum-clad
wood windows and patio doors.
The MIRA line enhances residential
exteriors by providing the authentic look of wood with the durability
of extruded aluminum.
“This is the first time MW [a Ply
Gem company] has introduced a
new product in five years,” said Jim
Horn. “It’s our first entry into an
aluminum-clad window.”
According to Chris Pickering,
vice president of marketing for Ply
Gem Window Group, homeowners
demand quality craftsmanship,
which is why the line was created.
“It affordably delivers the precision craftsmanship and superior
performance builders demand and
buyers expect from premium windows and patio doors. It also gives
builders and architects a wide
range of choices so they have the
flexibility to create an individualized look,” said Pickering.
MIRA products are made from
solid wood components, which are
vacuum-treated to resist damage
from water, insects and fungus, and
then clad in extruded aluminum
that won’t ding or dent. MIRA products are ENERGY STAR®-qualified in
all zones.
Each product is built to order by
experienced craftsmen and all
orders—even custom ones—are
delivered within two weeks.
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Automation/Universal Design
While DWM first reported on
the universal design trend in
September 2007, more companies
were in evidence at IBS to be
offering these products (see related story in the September 2007
issue of DWM, page 60). In fact,
JELD-WEN Windows and Doors
discussed what company officials
see as one of the trends in homebuilding and design. One of these
is universal design, which company executives keep in mind when
coming up with new products.
The company introduced its
new MAG-Lock technology for
vinyl windows. The product
comes standard on its premium
vinyl slider and single-hung
windows.
“With the MAG-Lock you can literally use just one finger or the side
of your hand to operate and lock
your
windows,”
said
Brian
Hedlund, product marketing manager for Jeld-Wen. “In addition to
its stylish design, the MAG-Lock is
a fully concealed mechanism that
is streamlined into the window
profile. Security is a key benefit
given it’s concealed from the outside of the house.”
Hedlund says this is a perfect
example of universal design as
homeowners plan for the future
and look for ways to live comfortably at home as they age.
Locca, a division of the
Amesbury Group, also
unveiled an automated
technology, this one a

wireless device for front doors.
The new ACCESS and MULTI
products give homeowners the
ability to push a remote button, and
push or pull the door open. One of
the best features of the Access and
Multi is that it works with most
locking handle sets on the market
today, according to the company. It
simply utilizes an electronic strike
in the doorframe that releases the
locked latch on existing hardware.
An upgrade to these systems is
the CONNECTA, a wireless intercom for the home. Rather than
walking to a wall-mounted unit to
talk to a visitor at the front door,
homeowners can carry a handheld
receiver. They can speak and
unlock the door from wherever
they are—up to 200 yards away.
“Response to these products has
been phenomenal,” says Amber
Grayson, North American sales
manager for Amesbury Locca. She
said many door manufacturers at
IBS stopped by the booth to see the
technology in action first-hand.
Kolbe Windows and Doors also
featured universal design options.
Its Ultra and Heritage Series features motorized operators, longer
crank handles, larger knobs or
oversized lever locks to make casement windows easier to use. On
double-hungs,
a
crank handle allows
the bottom sash to
be operated with
minimal effort in a
seated position.

Many manufacturers, such as
Marvin, focus on ease of use such as
this product, which can be cleaned
easily by the homeowner.

www.dwmmag.com

Filling in the
Gaps/Single-Source
With a tight market and every
company vying for business,
many opted to introduce products to fill a gap in their product
lines. Others are marketing themselves as the single-source supplier, and this includes Deceuninck
North America (DNA), which
wants to be viewed as a solutions
provider.
“We’re moving into the role of a
building materials supplier,” said
DNA’s Lori LePera. “The fabricators know who we are. We’re going
to target the end consumer.
Consumers say, ‘We never heard
of you.’ We want the Deceuninck
name to be recognized.”
At Ply Gem, owner of several
window companies including
Great Lakes, Alenco and MW
Windows, “we now have everything from high-end to price point
windows,” said Horn. Wayne
Gorell, president of Gorell
Windows and Doors, whose company serves the Eastern half of the
United States, has adopted a similar philosophy.
The company introduced a new
patio door for one of its lines, as
well as a variety of new options
such as between the glass blinds
and new colors
and finishes.
“People tell
us, ‘This guy
has this, this
guy has that,’”
said
Gorell.

“We decided we’re going to offer it
all that way they can get it all from
one source.”
Marvin also filled a void in its
product line by adding the All
Ultrex Sliding Patio Door to its
Integrity line.
“The addition of the All Ultrex
Sliding Patio Door means that
builders and homeowners can now
choose All Ultrex products for a
complete home package,” said
Brett Boyum, Integrity marketing
director.

Green Options
Many manufacturers did offer
green options, though for many it
wasn’t the main focus. One major
manufacturer representative said
company officials wanted to
determine what their green message was before talking about it to
builders.
At Silverline, a company representative
pointed
out
that
builders are looking for ways to
reduce costs. “They’ll choose
energy-efficient options if it doesn’t cost more,” he said. “The
smaller custom builders will ask
for these options [more than others] to set themselves apart.”
MI Windows and Doors did
have a section of its booth dedicated to green products and
conveyed the message, “MI
believes in green.” And its
Bridge
Wood
product
focused on the product’s
energy-efficient
features.

Kolbe (products shown here) is
one of many manufacturers
focusing on universal design
features in its products.

It’s all About Customization
and Enhancements
Although we’ve heard about
manufacturers offering custom
sizes and custom colors for years
now, it’s not really new, but still an
ongoing trend worth noting. Stop
by any booth and manufacturers
will tell you about their ability to
offer an abundance of colors, color
matching
and
more.
Eagle
Windows and Door’s Mike Kern
noted this as a popular trend.
As far as enhancements go,
Andersen had several to offer
attendees. This includes new
hinged patio doors, more tilt-wash
sizes,
new
accessories
like
TruScene® insect screens and folding casement hardware. Or choose
factory-applied extension jambs to
speed up installation. Additionally,
protective film is now on nearly all
Andersen 200 Series, 400 Series and
architectural windows and doors, a
product also featured by other
manufacturers at IBS.
So no matter what market you
serve, there are definite opportunities available in 2008.
❙
Tara Taffera is the editor/publisher of
DWM magazine.

Look to future issues of
DWM magazine for more
products introduced at the
Builders’ Show including the
Annual New Products
Guide in May.

Automation is a key trend evident by
Amesbury Locca’s new wireless
device for front doors.
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Consumers Focus

too Much
on the Wrong
Kind of Green
This Can Spell Trouble for Manufacturers
by Charles A. Gentry
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ith the influx of green
products, paves yet
another way for lawyers
and consumers to target door and
window manufacturers in legal
cases. It is important to learn how
to protect yourself from these, and
other similar, claims.
If you don’t think this is happening, think again.
I received a call recently from a
representative from the Lights Out
Electrical Company, a familyowned window manufacturer. The
company was under attack from
Duey, Cheatem and Howe, a law
firm with a reputation of putting
manufacturers out of business. Mr.
Shocked, the CEO of the window
company, exclaimed, “I NEED
YOUR HELP!!” After listening to
several minutes of stressful venting, I figured out that a lawsuit was
filed on behalf of a large group of
www.dwmmag.com

Our sales staff didn’t mean any harm in making those
promises in our sales literature. They want to maximize
their sales … it’s a dog-eat-dog world out there.
homeowners looking for a huge
chunk of change. Cash. The suit
alleged the window company
breached its warranty, committed
fraud and several other dreadful
claims. Specifically, the suit
claimed that Lights Out failed to
meet its promise to provide “green”
windows.
“Green?” I asked. “There’s a
problem with the color of the
windows?”
“No!,” stressed the CEO. “Those
legal vultures say our windows
don’t meet code!”
“There’s a code for the color of
windows?” my confusion mounting.
Exacerbated, the deflated CEO
sighed, “they say our windows don’t

live up to their energy ratings. We say
the gas we put between the two lites
of glass lower energy bills by up to 28
percent. They say that isn’t true.”
“Oh! That green,” I said, finally
understanding. My thoughts wandered for a moment recalling all of
the window manufacturer websites,
sales literature and warranties I
have reviewed, analyzed and modified over the years. I asked, “Do they
save the homeowners up to 28 percent off of their utility bills?”
“They should!”
“Do you know for sure?” I asked.
“They did in the lab. We wouldn’t
have any idea after the windows
have been installed in a homeowner’s house for a while. Maybe the gas

escapes. It might depend on where
the windows are shipped. There are
many factors involved. Our sales
staff didn’t mean any harm in making those promises in our sales literature. They want to maximize their
sales and, as you know, it’s a dogeat-dog world out there.”
Now I understood. The tension
between the folks trying to sell as
many windows as possible while
competing against a ton of other
manufacturers and the folks protecting the assets of Lights Out was
exposed. Focusing too much on the
green dollars rather than making
sure products meet the green
promises made to homeowners is a
recipe for disaster.
We all know the window industry
is competitive. Margins are low.
Volume is critical. Everyone shoots
for the next big score. Much of the
competition begins in the showroom. As homeowners become
more informed and educated
about fenestration products, they
become savvier with their selections. The sales warfare has
increased the importance of the
labels placed upon new windows.
Labels are not simply stickers
that need to be taken off before
hanging the drapes. Consumers are
relying on the promises made.
Consumers are paying attention.
They want to save money on their
utility bills. They want to get tax
breaks. Resources are readily avail-

able to homeowners to help them
select windows for their homes.
H.R. 3221, passed by the U.S.
House of Representatives recently,
calling for a 50-percent reduction in
energy use in residential buildings
by 2020, underscores the aggressive
movement toward green buildings
and green products (see related story
in January 2008 DWM, page 22).
After figuring out a strategy to
respond to the lawsuit against
Lights Out (a subject to detail in
another article), I calmed Mr.
Shocked by explaining how to help
avoid the problem in the future.
“Build what you say you build.
Know that any description that is
part of the sales pitch, including
NFRC labels, U-Factor, solar heat
gain coefficient, visible light transmittance, etc., can express a warranty or a promise, whether intended or not. Have everything you say,
written and spoken, analyzed and
modified to avoid making promises
you can’t keep. You must make sure
your brochures, websites, billboards, ads, the name of your products and the statements made by
your sales staff all match up with
what your windows actually deliver
to the homeowner.”
I further explained, “Ignoring
one piece of the puzzle risks everything. Duey, Cheatem and Howe
will use every legal theory available
to help make the best case they can
for their homeowner clients. The

theories at their disposal include
breach of warranty, negligence,
product liability, fraud and consumer protection claims. The
money claimed will not just be
money to fix the problem. It will
not be money to simply pay the
homeowner for extra energy bill
costs. The money claimed will
include punitive damages, not likely covered by insurance nor by
bankruptcy. In other words, do not
ignore a single piece of the puzzle.
Make sure you know how your
products are described, including
energy ratings, to the public.”
“Thank you so much! I needed
this eye-opening conversation,”
Mr. Shocked said with gratitude.
“Any time,” I said. “Now you
can focus on the right kind of
green making sure your sales staff,
your brochures, your labels and
your products all match up to
meet the ‘green’ needs of your
customers. The green dollars will
follow. Taking the right kind of
precautions now will help you
keep the green dollars rather than
turning them over to homeowners’ lawyers.” And with that, Mr.
Shocked was off to set up a meeting with his sales staff.
❙
Charles A. Gentry is an
attorney at law for Carson &
Coil, P.C., in Jefferson City,
Mo. You may e-mail him at
chip.g@carsoncoil.com
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Customization

Central

Vinyl Window Designs Offers An Array of Options
Vinyl Window Designs prides itself on offering many different types of glass. The various types of glass move from inventory to
processing in sheets via a moving table (shown here).
ne thing you won’t find
here is the luxury of
space,”
says
Phil
Lewin, vice president of marketing
for the Woodbridge, Ontariobased Vinyl Window Designs.
Despite its close quarters, though,
the vinyl window manufacturer
strives to offer as many options as
it can for its customers.
“We have a lot of that things that
are special, and there’s a lot we’re
willing to do,” Lewin adds.
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vation market was flourishing.”
Beginning in a 5,000-square-foot
facility with just five employees,
Spatafora took on the role of president, which included handling the
manufacturing aspects of the business. D’Uva took the title of vice president, and headed up the sales and
marketing aspect of the business.

We do some things that
most companies would be
losing sleep about.
—Phil Lewin

Diverse Roots
But the company wasn’t always
able to offer so many options. Vinyl
Window Designs was founded in
1986 when Philip Spatafora, the
manager of a small aluminum
replacement window manufacturer, approached his friend, Lino
D’Uva, about going into business
together. At the time, D’Uva was
finishing school and was working
in his family’s window installation/remodeling business at the
same time.
“Both Phil and my experience
was in the renovation industry,”
says D’Uva, “and in 1986 the renowww.dwmmag.com

In 1988, after just two years in
business, the company moved into a
new, 18,000-square-foot facility and
grew its staff to 25. In 1993, Vinyl
Window Designs moved again—this
time to its current facility in
Woodbridge, which houses 55,000
square feet of space. Today, the company has grown to a staff of 200
employees at its Woodbridge facility,
where it manufactures 750 to 1,000
vinyl windows a day (approximately
110,000 to 120,000 a year).
Along the way, the owners have
acquired an extrusion facility (located near its main headquarters), and

a number of other companies,
including
Aluminum Window
Designs (AWD), which also is nearby.
While Vinyl Window Designs sticks
to residential, mainly replacement,
windows, AWD makes commercial
curtainwall for high-rise projects, in
addition to residential high- and
low-rise products.
In 1996, Spatafora and D’Uva
acquired Performance Windows, a
new-construction window company. In addition, over the years, they
have acquired Alberta Window
Design, Majestic Windows and
Performance Shutters and have
established a joint venture with
New Lite in Jamaica to manufacture windows there.
Serving peripheral industries as
well, Spatafora and D’Uva also
have launched Nexus Products,
which distributes basement windows for the new home market,
where they are poured in concrete.
While many of these were additions to its product lines, the Vinyl
Window Designs owners entered
the extrusion business specifically
so it could fill its own need for
extrusions.

“We got into extruding in 1997 to
make sure our current supply was
filled,” says D’Uva. The one area
the company has shied away from
is the door market.
“Doors, though they go hand in
hand with windows, are not what
we do best,” D’Uva says.
While Vinyl’s sales are approximately $25 million annually, in
total, the company says it sells $80
million in products worldwide
(including its other businesses).
As recently as 2006, Vinyl
expanded its Woodbridge manufacturing facility, and also recently
opened a plant in Concord,
Ontario.

On-Site Innovations
Over its 20 years in business, the
company has grown its product
lines and holdings, but company
officials haven’t forgotten what
they do best: vinyl windows. At the
heart of its business, Vinyl Window
Designs has focused on adding as
many options as possible for its
customers.
“A lot of manufacturers might
offer just neutral-white windows or
white-white windows,” Lewin says.
“We make both so we can offer a
choice.”
The company utilizes several different types of glass, including
glass from Pilkington and PPG. One
popular glass option at Vinyl
Window Designs is PPG’s Solarban
60, which Lewin says is a low-E
glass that has a better R-value and
U-value than a hard-coated low-E
glass. He prefers Pilkington’s glass
for solar heat gain coefficients,
though.
“While the U.S. market starts at
2-mil glass, known as singlestrength glass, Vinyl Window
Designs does not inventory or use
glass of less than 3-mil, even in its
inventory of both the hard- and
soft-coat low-E glasses, even

though this doubles inventory,”
Lewin says.
Vinyl Window Designs offers
SunClean, PPG’s solar-activated
low-maintenance glass surface, in
combination with Solarban 60,
under the name “E-Clean,” as one
of these options.
Vinyl Window Designs also offers
several kinds of spacers, including
the Intercept spacer from GED
Integrated Solutions, PPG’s Ultra
Spacer (under the brand name
STAINLESS) and the SuperSpacer
from Edgetech IG. The company
prefers to use an argon fill.
“These kinds of options are not
fun for creating products, but
they’re good for the dealer,” Lewin
adds.
Lewin notes that the Intercept
spacer, which is equipped with a
thin metal plate fed through the Uchannel, sometimes gets bad publicity, but the company has utilized
it often.
“A lot of companies have spent a
lot of time convincing customers
that metal is bad,” he says.
He notes that while warmth,
which is a popular quality in spacers is important, durability, structure and gas retention also are
important, and Vinyl has found all
of these qualities with the Intercept
spacer system.
That’s not to say that the
SuperSpacer from Edgetech isn’t
important to Vinyl, though; the
company maintains a small line in
the product for SuperSpacer.
“They do have bigger, fancier
lines than this [our SuperSpacer
line], but because it’s not the bulk
of our product, this works for us,”
Lewin adds.
Along with offering several spacer options, the company prides
itself on its ability to make custom
windows, and even offers four different types of grill bars.
“For a company that wants to

A plant employee assembles spacer units
and sends them into an oven to be cured.
make high-volume simple-production windows, this would
drive them crazy,” Lewin says.
“That’s really where one of our
strengths is.”
He adds, though, that this does
require particular attention from
employees.
“There’s a lot of skill in this,”
Lewin says.
Among its newest options, the
company recently started offering
a new type of screen as an option—
the Touch Screen, which is easily
removable due to its magnetic
construction.
“It has what you might call a
magnetic
personality,”
quips
Lewin. “We’re not the world’s
biggest company, but we try to
have fun.”
He also notes that the housing
market in Canada, which continues
to boom, requires a good deal of
customization.
“The
Canadian
consumer
demands a lot of this differentiation,” he says.
He adds, “Everything is custom.
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continued from page 37
tests them for their official certifications, Vinyl Window Designs has
found that pre-testing saves them in
the long run.
“If you’re going to send something to a lab outside your company, you’ve got to be sure that it’s
right,” Lewin says.

Challenges …
and a Look to the Future

A Vinyl Window Designs employee sends glass through a horizontal washer for spacer
production.
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You’re making them one set at a
time. We do some things that most
companies would be losing sleep
about.”
Vinyl Window Designs utilizes a
variety of types of machinery, but
the majority comes from GED.
Lewin notes, though, that purchasing machinery often has as
much to do with relationships as it
does with its capability.
“You have to keep in mind that
the key aspect to the machine isn’t
just the product on the floor,” he
says. “It also depends on the
maintenance.”
The company creates 750 windows within a shift, and runs one
shift a day, five days a week. Lewin
says the company made a conscious effort to only run one shift,
as the main shift would always be
the more effective one. But, he
adds, space still limits the company
at times.
“Capacity isn’t an issue,” he says.
“Space really is the issue.”

“Smiling, Happy People”
While the company has limited
itself to one shift, D’Uva and
www.dwmmag.com

Spatafora have placed a good deal
of importance on making sure the
employees on that shift are happy.
“We have a full-time human
relations department,” Lewin says.
“There’s a serious attempt to make
this a worker-friendly place.”
“We have smiling, happy people
for the most part,” Lewin says. “Phil
and Lino are very aware of the need
to make this an employee-friendly
place and they’ve been successful
with that.”

On-Site Testing
While customization creates a
good bit of time consumption for
the company, so does testing products—so much so that in 2000, the
company added its own inside testing lab to the facility.
“We felt we had so many new
products coming on that it would
save us money,” D’Uva says.
The testing lab is set up to test to
the Canadian Standards Association
(CSA) and National Fenestration
Rating Council (NFRC) procedures,
and can test for air, water and stress
levels. While the windows still have
to be sent out after the company

While the United States has seen
a slowdown in residential construction, Canada has remained
strong in this area.
“We don’t have the housing crisis
that the United States has,” Lewin
says. “It’s just a different market.”
However, that doesn’t mean the
U.S. economy doesn’t play a role in
the business.
“Every year in the economy
something happens to affect us,”
D’Uva says. “This year, it’s the U.S.
dollar.”
However, the company’s focus
on renovation—which goes back to
its roots—has kept it thriving.
“The replacement window business tends to be recession-proof,”
D’Uva says.
That’s not to say that the company has it easy.
“There’s enough competition
out there to keep you on your toes,”
he adds.
As for the future, D’Uva thinks
the industry at large could be in for
some bleak times.
“I don’t expect there will be
many new manufacturers on
board,” D’Uva says. “I do expect
some of us won’t be around.”
But, Vinyl Window Designs plans
to be around—and even plans to
grow.
“We’re looking to expand this
facility and some of our others in
2008,” D’Uva adds.
❙
Penny Stacey is the assistant editor of
DWM magazine.

Your Way,
Right Away
When it comes to Custom Fenestration Equipment, Communication is Key
by Ellen Rogers
rank Sinatra might not have
been singing about customizing fenestration equipment when he belted out “I did it
my way …” but for many window
companies, their way is the way
much of their machinery is
made—for their own unique
needs. As manufacturers watch
the bottom line, especially, in
these uncertain economic times,
it is increasingly important to
make sure plants are running as
efficiently as possible.
Dan Green, director of engineering for Alside, a window manufacturer located in Akron, Ohio, says
the majority of the equipment he
purchases is always at least somewhat customized.
“It’s not that often we buy a truly
custom piece of equipment that no

F

Continuous improvement is a
big part of our culture. We
look more toward small
pieces of equipment that are
task-oriented instead of
large, monument-type
machines that are all-inclusive [so we can improve]
cycle times, flow times, etc.
—Keith Koenig, Kolbe & Kolbe
one else would use, but it’s often
that we do some customization,”
Green says. “Window companies
all want to make something a little
different.”
Keith Koenig, director of manufacturing and engineering at Kolbe
& Kolbe Millwork, a window manufacturer based in Wausau, Wis., also
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Equipment from companies such as Urban Machinery is often customized to meet
certain manufacturing requirements.
www.dwmmag.com

says the majority of the equipment
his company purchases is altered.
“The equipment is very task-oriented and very specific and there’s
just not a lot of that available out
there,” says Koenig.
Modifications are not only made
to new equipment only.
“The cost to introduce a new line
of windows is large, so to minimize
costs and keep older, still-productive equipment useful we opt for
retro-fitting rather than buying
new,” says Scott Channell, president of National Vinyl Products in
Chicopee, Mass. “Costs can vary
from a few hundred dollars to several thousand dollars depending
on what is to be done. Regardless, it
is always much less expensive than
buying new.”
Machinery suppliers also say
most of what they sell is customized to some extent, and both
manufacturers and suppliers agree
this is because no one final product
is ever identical to another.
“Customers have a unique product design that necessitates custom
modifications to produce the window,” says Dave Pirwitz, vice president and chief operating officer for
Urban
Machinery
in
Port
Townsend, Wash.
Mike Biffl, national sales manager with Sturtz Machinery in Solon,
Ohio, agrees. “The specifications
for all window systems are different. Based on the window, you have
to modify the machinery to process
a specific profile,” says Biffl.
Buying customized equipment
may be a common occurrence, but
it still takes a lot of communication
to make sure customers’ needs are
met.

Why Customize Anyway?
For window companies, accommodating their unique manufacturing process is only one reason
for customizing equipment. Other
considerations often come into
play, too, such as ergonomics, programming and layout/orientation.
“The safety of our employees is
our number-one concern so we
always want to make sure [that the
equipment] is safe,” he says. For
example, some of his safety concerns involve the overall height of
the work surface, noise of the
equipment, adequate sawdust collection and tripping hazards from
cords and control panels.
Creating a safe working environment ties directly into the main
non-product-related reason for
customizing equipment: lean
manufacturing.
“When manufacturers are in a
capital crunch (as with the past two
years) they often want to extend
the life of the equipment they
already have,” says Matt Sell, corporate account sales manager for
Carlson Engineering Systems. Sell
explains that, rather than purchasing new lines, window companies
modify what they have to make it
more productive.
Tim McGlinchy, vice president of
engineering and research and
development with GED USA in
Twinsburg, Ohio, agrees.
“Customers may want to
increase quality levels, so they look
for ways to become more automated,” McGlinchy says. “They want
more volume at a lower cost with
increased quality.”
According to Ed Kelly, vice president of operations at Joseph

Machine Co. in Dillsburg,
Pa., companies are customizing more and more to
reduce costs, improve
quality
and
increase
production.
“We may incorporate a proximity sensor to detect a mis-oriented
reinforcement bar, or we can add a
sensor to determine that the profile
set up in the machine is consistent
with the process that was selected
by the operator. This level of customization can help prevent what
otherwise might be a downtime
problem, or in some cases, a quality issue with the finished window,”
says Kelly.
Lean manufacturing has played a
major role for Alside when it comes
to equipment customization.
“If we can add a certain tool to
process a certain part and can eliminate a manual operation later and
we can also control the quality, then
our lean initiatives can be met. The
driving forces are better accuracy,
better quality and reduced labor,”
Green says.
“Continuous improvement is a
big part of our culture,” adds
Koenig. “We look more toward
small pieces of equipment that are
task-oriented instead of large,
monument-type machines that are
all-inclusive [so we can improve]
cycle times, flow times, etc.”

Getting Started
The process each company follows when designing and ordering
custom equipment can vary
depending on the complexity of the
customization.
“If it’s a standard piece of equipment [that will be modified], we

It's not unusual for machinery
manufacturers to make modifications or
changes to their equipment lines. GED's
SmartWeld3 is an example of an equipment
line that can be custom ordered.
specify the equipment and then
the final step is to provide our vendor with our drawings,” says Green.
“We specify the process and then
our vendor will determine the best
way to meet our specifications with
its equipment.”
It’s a similar process for Kolbe &
Kolbe.
“Whether it’s a specific product
or a machining step that needs to
be done, [we start with that] specification and work with multiple
vendors,” says Koenig. “Once we
select a vendor we go through a
drawings approval process.”
Channell says when all parties
work together early it is beneficial
to the entire process.
“In our last introduction I
brought all parties together to
meet and review the project as a
whole,” says Channell. “We all
went over all steps and timelines
and agreed on what needed to be
done ahead of time. This was beneficial since all were able to see
our production layout and equipment, which provided a clear
understanding for everyone. It
also allowed for input on items we
may have overlooked.”
As a supplier, Bill Weaver, vice
president of sales and marketing
with GED, says it’s good to be able
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Your Way, Right Away

continued from page 41

to meet with customers early on to
discuss their needs.
“We’re a hands-on, customerfocused company. We go on to the
[production] floor with the manufacturers to see that their needs are met.
We gather their information and
then work with engineering. It’s consultative—sales, engineering [and]
operations all come into play to
understand [our customers’ needs].”
It’s a similar scenario at Carlson.
“We cover the United States and
Canada through our sales force and
all of our sales team members have
either a manufacturing or engineering background so they can go
out and have a one-on-one conversation with customers [about their
specific needs] to try and help solve
their problems,” says Sell. “We then
pull from our engineering side to
further discuss.”

Communication is Key
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Machinery suppliers and window manufacturers also agree that
communication is paramount to
the success of the job.
“We set out to try and get all of
the information from the customer
about the job upfront,” says
Pirwitz. “We pre-engineer the job
before we quote it.”
Another reason understanding is
so important is because every
modification that is made to the
equipment could alter the way the
machine operates.
“We put together a detailed
order specification that states
everything we’ll do; it shows the
tooling and what it does,” says
Biffl. “We try and get engineering
drawings [from the customer] that
show the window, profile and fabrication requirements. We’ll do an
engineering review and then we’ll
review it from the standpoint of
how it can be done and then also
[how the] cycle time of the
machine [will be affected].”
Likewise, Kelly says customization by its very nature yields itself
www.dwmmag.com

Kolbe & Kolbe's stile boring machine was custom designed for specific tasks to aid
in safety, quality and labor.
to requiring more communication
and understanding than would a
standard product or service.
“The more specific an application, the more customization and
communication are required,” says
Kelly. “As the machine designers, it
is critical that we completely understand our customers’ needs in order
to be able to create a machine that
will meet their needs.”
But the level of communication
required also depends on the manufacturer-supplier relationship.
“If it’s a new supplier and/or a
custom piece of equipment then we
have benchmark points at which
time we come in and verify the steps
that are done and whether we agree
the equipment works the way we
want it to,” Green says.

Overcoming Obstacles
Maintaining clear communication on these projects sometimes
can be a challenge. Advancements
in technology, however, have
improved communication flow.
“It used to be you had drawings
on napkins and now we have animated 3-D drawing capabilities
and rapid prototype equipment
that actually will produce the parts
out of plastic and allow us to check
form, fit and function,” says Green.
“When I started in this business 25
years ago there were a lot of
headaches and a lot of issues, now
it’s pretty straightforward. Our
biggest issue used to be lead times.
The lead-time would be quoted at
12 weeks and it would take 20. Now,
most machine manufacturers are

on time. We expect really tight lead
times on standard products with a
few modifications, but we understand that if we’re doing something
totally custom, there can be a few
surprises.”
Channell also says over-commitment on timelines by suppliers
sometimes can be a challenge. He
says you also have to weigh the
timeline of first production verses
when to begin (product) introduction to customers.
“Introduce too early and you run
the risk of upsetting your customer
base because he can’t have what
you promised. Introduce too late
and your competition may beat
you to the punch,” says Channell.
According to Koenig just bringing new equipment into the plant
poses its own set of challenges.
“Any time you introduce a new
piece of equipment to the [production] line, it’s the introduction and
the training cycle, the de-bug cycle
and getting everybody comfortable
with it running that can be a challenge,” says Koenig. “Because, in
most cases, the equipment is
[replacing a person]. So just getting
through that learning curve [can be
a challenge].”
Suppliers also are faced with
challenges.
For McGlinchy, one of his
biggest concerns is keeping multiple custom jobs on schedule.
“Customers often want to
change the original equipment
delivery timeframe, functionality,
scope of automation, etc. Being
that this is custom machinery, it’s
hard to do that and not affect the
other jobs that are currently in the
works, too,” McGlinchy says.
According to Biffl, his biggest
challenges go back to just making
sure there’s clear communication
early in the process.
“During the sales stage, we have
to make sure we have a full understanding of what the customer
wants to accomplish and what’s

going to make sense to help them
meet their production requirements,” says Biffl. “It can be the
smallest things. For example, one
company may want to clean the
window a certain way so the corner
is different from his competitors.
There’s a lot of give and take on the
front end.”

In the Details
Machinery companies all say
they take the time to test out the
equipment before shipping to the
customer and continually follow
up to make sure everything is running smoothly. This assurance
starts with a run-off that’s typically
done in the supplier’s facility.
“We get sample material from the
customer, process it and have them
come to our facility to see the
equipment run to make sure it will
meet their expectations and they
understand how it works,” says Biffl.
Once the line is sent to the customer and installed, training is
next. Machinery companies put a
great deal of effort into this stage.
“As the level of machinery customization increases so does the
need for operator and maintenance personnel training. Over the
last several years we have found
tremendous benefits by increasing
the amount of training that we
include with our equipment,” says
Kelly. “There’s a lot more responsibility on the maintenance person,
so we do a lot more training before,
during and after the installation.”
Pirwitz agrees and says maintenance training is important
because the systems can be very
complex. “Maintenance personnel
need to have a basic aptitude of the
different systems so that they can
identify any problems that occur,”
Pirwitz says. “If we have people
properly trained we can solve 90
percent of the problems over the
phone; if they’re not properly
trained someone has to get on a
plane and go there to fix it.”

Since all window manufacturers have
unique
production
requirements,
machinery, such as this line from
Urban, is almost always modified.
According to Channell, training is
a never-ending process. “We learn
new techniques and processes
every month with the help of our
employees and suppliers alike,” he
says.

Follow-Through
The process of ordering custom
equipment doesn’t end once the
line’s installed and the workers are
trained.
“Suppliers provide phone, email and fax services and some
have the capabilities to dial into
the unit and look at it running via
their computer so they don’t
always have to send a tech here,”
says Koenig.
In the end, fenestration companies have machinery made just for
them; no one can produce a window quite the same way as another.
But the biggest benefit sometimes
goes back to the company’s internal
operations. Custom machinery can
allow a window manufacturer to
produce efficiently and effectively
with a smaller margin of error, saving both time and money.
❙
Ellen Rogers is a contributing editor for
DWM magazine.
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THE VOTES ARE IN
Find Out What Code Changes Prevailed at Recent ICC Hearings
n early February, code officials
from across the United States
gathered in Palm Springs, Calif.,
for two weeks to review the hundreds of proposals for code
changes that were brought before
them. DWM monitored the hearings of the International Code
Council (ICC) and has compiled
those that are relevant for door and
window manufacturers here—covering everything from deflection to
solar heat gain coefficients (SHGCs).

I

Approved

AAMA Promotes Clarification
and Changes to Minimum
Opening Requirements
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The ICC committee ultimately
approved a modified E37, a code
change proposal that addressed
sections of 1008.1.1 of the
International Building Code (IBC)
on means of egress, and IRC
R311.2, relative to International
Residential Code (IRC) on building
and energy.
Part two of E37, as proposed by
Julie Ruth of JRuth Code Consulting,
representing the American Architectural Manufacturers Association
(AAMA), suggested striking language from R311.2 requiring
dwelling egress doors to be “not
less than 3 feet in width,” replacing
this language with a requirement
that these doors “shall provide a
minimum clear width of 32 inches
when measured between the face
of the door and the stop, with the
door open 90 degrees.”
Ruth maintained that the current language failed to address the
actual opening size and language
should be modified to clarify.
“We started out looking at the
IRC,” Ruth explained. “The IRC, for
a long time, has said the egress
door has to be a minimum width of
36 inches. There’s some confusion
as to what is actually supposed to
be 36 inches—the door slab, the
www.dwmmag.com

opening and so on,” she said. “So
we started looking at trying to correct that and examined the language in the IBC. And the language
in the IBC deals with the actual
opening, the part people actually
pass through. We wanted to try and
take that language put it into the
IRC. But we looked at that language and felt there was also an
opportunity to improve some of
that language.”
E37 would have adjusted language calling for a minimum clear
height of the door opening to not
be less than 78 inches, measured
from the top of the threshold to
the bottom of the stop, opposed to
previous language stating an 80inch minimum.
Several opponents of the change
suggested that a minimum height
opening of 78 inches could present
problems for taller individuals.
Other said that an actual opening
size of 78 inches might require a
slab size greater than was currently
allowed by the 80-inch requirement. A modification was suggested to maintain language requiring
a minimum height opening of 80
inches and E37 was approved with
the suggested modification.

ICC Strikes Section
Limiting Trade-offs
The ICC’s Building and Energy
Conservation Code Committee
approved changes to section 402.6
about maximum fenestration Ufactor and solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC). Proponents of the
change suggested that trade-off
limits listed in section 402.6 limit
design
flexibility.
Proposed
change EC66 deleted the following language:
“402.6 Maximum fenestration Ufactor and SHGC. (Mandatory). The
area weighted average maximum
fenestration U-factor permitted
using trade-offs from Section 402.1.4

or Section 404 shall be 0.48 in zones
4 and 5 and 0.40 in zones 6 through
8 for vertical fenestration, and 0.75
in zones 4 through 8 for skylights.
The area weighted average maximum fenestration SHGC permitted
using trade-offs from Section 404 in
Zones 1 through 3 shall be 0.50.”
Proponents of the change included Lawrence Brown of the National
Association of Home Builders
(NAHB). Brown maintained that
limits on fenestration U-factor and
SHGC trade-offs restricted ways by
which code compliance can be
achieved. He suggested that by definition trade-offs are energy-neutral and do not save energy, making
section 402.6 unnecessary.
“This deletes a section that neither saves or uses energy,” Brown
said.

Deflection Limits for
Aluminum Used in Skylights
and Sunrooms are Amended
Daniel J. Walker, M.E., of Thomas
Associates Inc., representing the
National Sunroom Association,
went before the Structural Code
Committee to propose that footnotes “h” of the International
Building Code’s Table 1604.3 and
“c” of R301.7 have the following
text added: “For continuous aluminum structural members supporting edge of glass, the total load
deflection shall not exceed L/175 for
each glass lite or L/60 for the entire
length of the member, whichever is
more stringent.”
The proposal was approved by a
vote of 13-0.
Footnote “h” of Table 1604.3 will
now read: “For aluminum structural members or aluminum panels used in skylights and sloped
glazing framing, roofs or walls of
sunroom additions or patio covers,
not supporting edge of glass or aluminum sandwich panels, the total
load deflection shall not exceed

L/60. For continuous aluminum structural members supporting
edge of glass, the total load
deflection shall not exceed L/175
for each glass lite or L/60 for the
entire length of the member,
whichever is more stringent. For
aluminum sandwich panels used
in roofs or walls of sunroom additions or patio covers, the total load
deflection shall not exceed L/120.”
Footnote “c” of Table R301.7 will
now read: “For aluminum structural members or panels used in roofs
or walls of sunroom covers, not supporting edge of glass or sandwich
panels, the total load deflection
additions or patio shall not exceed
L/60. For continuous aluminum
structural members supporting
edge of glass, the total load deflection shall not exceed L/175 for each
glass lite or L/60 for the entire length
of the member, whichever is more
stringent. For sandwich panels used
in roofs or walls of sunroom additions or patio covers, the total load
deflection shall not exceed L/120.”
Mike Fischer, code consultant
for the Window and Door
Manufacturers Association (WDMA)
and an original author of the footnote, spoke in favor of the addition.
“We didn’t tell the code officials
[in the original footnote] what the
deflection limit should be,” he
said. “This language is much better worded.”
He added, “For this application,
it needs to be L/175.”
The vote was 13-0.

Overhangs are now
a Trade-off for SGHCs
The ICC’s Building and Energy
Conservation Code Committee
accepted a modified proposal, 101, that fenestration with a projection factor of greater than or equal
to 0.50 should not be required to
meet the solar heat gain coefficient

(SHGC) requirements in the IRC
and the ICC.
“We believe that if a shading
device is part of an architectural
structure that credit should be
given,” said proponent Lovell,
representing the Association of
Industrial Metallized Coaters and
Laminators.
Lovell referred to this change as
mainly editorial. However, others
in attendance argued that it was
more than that.
Garrett Stone of Cardinal Glass
Industries brought up several
concerns—including the difficulty in enforcing the code, the complexity of calculating the projection factor and the fact that overhangs cost more than energy-efficient windows. He also brought
up the issue of high-impact areas.
“The other problem that I wonder about is impact glazing. This is
basically a prescription to put
wings on buildings,” he said. “Let’s
put a big wing on it and protect it
from having to install energy-efficient windows.”
Fischer argued that Lovell makes
a valid point, but this shouldn’t be
added to the code.
“Are these things worth consideration?” Fischer asked. “Of course.
Do they belong in a prescriptive
code? Not in this form.”
Fischer added that due to the
movement of the sun, the projection factor would change throughout the day.
“The overhang only covers the
window 100 percent when it’s
noon,” he said.
Lovell stressed that this would only

be an option, not a requirement.
Darrell Smith of the International
Window Film Association also
spoke out—noting that several
glass manufacturers were against
the modification, as it would allow
consumers to utilize clear glass in
their windows with overhangs.
“If I elect to have an overhang
that effectively blocks all the solar
energy that I want it to, why
shouldn’t I be allowed to have clear
glass?” he asked.

Denied

S141 Voted Down
Code proposal S141, which
addressed the side-hinged exterior
door standard, attempted to remove
the current exemption for sidehinged exterior doors from nationwide testing of the AAMA/WDMA/
CSA A440 test standard. This proposal was submitted by the WDMA,
who noted that the proposal would
add testing and labeling requirements for side-hinged door assemblies that are included within the
scope
of
AAMA/WDMA/CSA
101/I.S.2/A440.
“If we don’t bring these standards forward and advocate for
quality products meeting the latest
standards, state officials will do it
for us,” said Fischer, speaking on
behalf of WDMA.
The Association of Millwork
Distributors’ (AMD) director of
codes and standards Jeff Burton
spoke against the code amendment. He also provided scientific
evidence from three sources that
exterior
side-hinged
doors
proved no significant failures or
water infiltration problems during the recent hurricane seasons.
AMD president Larry Ray representing pre-hanger GHDC Inc. in
Tupelo, Miss., also spoke against
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the proposed amendment and discussed the economic problems that
S141 could cause if implemented.
There was some concern that the
proposed standard tends to favor
providers of complete door systems
that have resources to develop, test
and provide an integrated system. If
passed this would have put prehangers that typically source their
components from multiple suppliers at a disadvantage.
The IRC committee voted unanimously 9-0 not to approve the proposed standard.

Proposal to Make
AAMA 507 an Alternative
to NFRC Rating Defeated
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The proposed change before the
group was introduced by five
industry personnel, including
Margaret Webb of the Insulating
Glass Manufacturers Alliance and
Greg Carney of the Glass
Association of North America.
Their proposed changes began
with section 102.1.3 on fenestration product ratings, where they
wanted to see the text referencing
specific group code and charts
deleted and in its stead simply
have the section reference individual subsections where the meat of
the group code is addressed.
Subsequently, the group—of
which Craig Conner with Building
Quality, Ruth (representing AAMA)
and Rand Baldwin for the
Aluminum Extruders Council
(AEC) also are part—proposed the
addition of the following subsections, 102.1.3.1 Fenestration rating
by NFRC 100 and NFRC 200,
101.2.3.2 Commercial fenestration
alternative rating by AAMA 507 and
102.1.3.3 Default values for fenestration rating.
They proposed the addition of
curtainwall and storefront glazing
to the definition of fenestration as
used in Section 202’s general definitions and would like to see the addition of an AAMA standard (507-07,
www.dwmmag.com

“Standard Practice for Determining
the
Thermal
Performance
Characteristics of Fenestration
Systems Installed in Commercial
Buildings”) to Chapter 6.
Connor provided the first written
reason for the group’s proposal:
“The reason for this change is simple. Commercial windows should
be rated for energy efficiency.”
Ruth added that “[this] proposal
would permit the use of AAMA 507
to determine the U-factor and
SHGC of glazed assemblies in commercial buildings …”
The proposal was defeated 10-4
after two modifications to it were
approved.

Proposal to Move
IECC into IRC Defeated
A proposal to move the
International Energy Conservation
Code’s (IECC) text into the IRC also
was denied during the course of
the hearings. The suggestion was
put forth by Thomas Culp of
Birchpoint Consulting LLC and
Thomas Zaremba of Roetzel and
Andress.
Opponents to this proposal
came out in full force. Among them
was Fischer.
“I want to point out that there’s a
myth that we have to have a single,
stand-alone code,” he told the
committee. “We don’t.”
Culp, rebutted, saying, “Again,
we’re not eliminating the IECC—
the IECC will still have residential
provisions so those programs can
continue as is.”
The committee voted the proposal down 6-5.

Proposal Regarding
U-Factor Changes for
Climate Zones 6 and 7 Denied
The ICC Building and Energy
Conservation Code Committee heard
a proposal from Connor, representing himself, to change the fenestration U-factor in Climate
Zones 6 and 7 to “0.32 or 0.35 if

SHGC [solar heat gain coefficient] =
.45,” in Table 402.1.1 (Insulating and
Fenestration
Requirements
by
Component), and to .32 in Table
402.1.3 (Equivalent U-Factors). Both
tables appear in the IECC.
Connor proposed the same
changes be made to the corresponding tables in the IRC, Table N1102.1
(Insulating
and
Fenestration
Requirements by Component) and
Table N1102.1.2 (Equivalent UFactors. For Tables 402.1.1 and
N1102.1). Connor also proposed a
footnote that the SHGC factor would
be the value tested by the NFRC.
In the current codes, 0.35 is the
noted U-factor for Climate Zones 6
and 7 in both tables.
Connor said his proposal was
designed for energy purposes.
“This is one of those opportunities to save some energy here,” he
told the committee.
Culp spoke in favor of the proposal on behalf of the AEC.
“This proposal increases the
energy efficiency of windows in the
North, and they do it in a way that
provides flexibility,” he said.
However, opposition was present too. Ken Nittler of Enercomp
said he wasn’t sure the change to
the code would really provide energy savings.
“You have to be careful. There
are many cases in many studies
that show that a high solar heat
gain product may not
offset that [the
product] has a
worse U-factor,” he said.
The glass
industry wasn’t
silent on the topic
either.

“On the 0.32 U-factor, you’re going
to really limit the number of normal
products that people tend to use,”
said Stone.
The vote was 10-1 against the
proposal.

Minimum and
Maximum SGHCs Proposed
in Climate Zones 5 through 8
Zaremba, representing Pilkington
North
America,
and
Tom
Mewbourne, representing AFG
Industries Inc., proposed that the
Building and Energy Conservation
Code Committee of the ICC instate a
minimum SHGC of 0.40 and a maximum of 0.59 in Climate Zones 5
through 8 for labeled fenestration
products in an attempt to increase
energy efficiency.
Though ultimately the proposal
was disapproved by a vote of 11-0,
Culp spoke in favor of it.
“The best glass in the South is the
worst glass in the North,” said Culp.
“[This proposal] prevents the
wrong glass from being used in the
North.”
However, the majority who came
to the podium was opposed, including Craig Drumheller of the NAHB.
“This proposal creates hard limits
when they’re not necessary,” he said.

IRC Committee Denies
WDMA Code Change Proposal
RB201-07/08 was presented on
behalf of the WDMA, and related to
definition changes and additions to
section R202 of the IRC. The recommended changes would have
allowed for “alternate flashing
methods for windows and doors
that complement the requirements
of Section R703.8, but allow appropriate window and door flashing
options depending on the specific
conditions
of
the
project.”
Proponents argued that the additional flashing the proposals would
have allowed for the necessary flexibility to maintain performance
requirements of Section R703.8. ❙

“Our Commitment is to our Customers on total
satisfaction, expertise, and service.”
PVC Machinery
Corner Cleaners & Cutter
Double Head Mitre Saw
Welder
V-Miter Saws
Conveyors
Material Handling
Digital & Manual Length Stop
Computerized Length Stop

Aluminum Machinery
Saws
Drills
Mills
Stitch Rollers Machines
Machining Center

Glass Machinery
Rotating Table
Pressing Table
Butyl Extruder
CNC/Manual Glass Cutting Tables
Automatic/Manual Washing Lines
Profile Cutting Machine
Hotmelt Extruder
Polysulphide Extruder
Desiccant Filling Machine

“We
SERVICE
All Makes
& Models”

Service
PVC Welder
All Saws
Corner Cleaner
Custom Machines
Hydraulics & Pneumatics
Electrical

For All Your Window Manufacturing
Requirements
www.windowmachinery.com
2650 Meadowvale Blvd., Unit 5
Mississauga, ON, Canada, L5N 6M5
Tel: (905) 542-2055 • Fax: (905) 542-2261
Toll Free (877) 829-5219
Website: www.ameri-can.ca • Email: sales@ameri-can.ca

ARIEL DOOR DISPLAY
DIISPL AY

KIARA WINDOW
W DISPLAY
DISPL

I Displays 12 door slabs in a
space just under 3 1/2 feet wide

I Displays 8 full-sized
windows in a space just
over 4 feet wide

I Holds entry doors, interior
doors and storm doors

I Holds aluminum, vinyl
and wood windows

I Doors easily roll in and out of
a self-contained metal unit

I Windows easily roll in
and out of a selfcontained metal unit

I Costs less than other displays
that only hold 3 or 4 doors

Tel: (905) 886-1066
Fax: (905) 886-1266
www.emidisplays.com

I Now available for 3 1⁄4" thick
AND 4 9⁄16" thick windows

Tel: (905) 886-1066
Fax: (905) 886-1266
www.emidisplays.com
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Making
the Map
IGMA Working Groups Seek Direction During 8th Annual Conference
by Megan Headley
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ne thing I want to
come out of this
meeting with is a little
direction,” said Tracy Rogers of
Edgetech IG during the Insulating
Glass Manufacturers Alliance
(IGMA) 8th annual conference.
While Rogers’ comment referred
specifically to the Visual Quality
Working Group meeting he was
chairing at the time, much the
same could be said for other group
and committee meetings during
the conference held January 28-31
at the Sundial Beach Resort in
Sanibel, Fla.
Whether considering a drastic
turn for a document, introducing
an old document to a fresh set of
eyes or growing ever closer to completion of a long-term project,
these matters had IGMA members
looking in a new direction for
future projects.
For the visual quality group, it
was a new twist to an old document. The June meeting had seen a
motion to revise the visual quality
guidelines draft document to
reflect the differences between residential and commercial insulating
glass (IG) units (see July/August
2007 DWM, page 56).
A “what if” document had been
produced since the last meeting to
show what a separate commercial
document might look like.
Bob Spindler of Cardinal IG
pointed out that window manufacturers present at the meeting manufacture both residential-and high
to mid-rise buildings. Rogers, in
fact, took an “unscientific” survey
of who in the room manufactured
100 percent residential products,
www.dwmmag.com

100 percent nonresidential and quality for residential and comthose who produced a blend of mercial IG units, appeared to be
both; hands were scarce on the first the consensus. The group agreed to
two options. The idea, presumably, have a revision and draft sent
was that when manufacturers pro- around for a second review.
duced a blend of both, the document should reflect the same.
Glazing Guidelines
“Having two documents gives a Working Group
wrong impression of what the
The Glazing Guidelines Working
glass manufacturer can and can- Group continued its discussion on
not produce,” Spindler said. “From capillary tubes, but this time had a
an architect’s standpoint, why guideline in front of it. Per the
would you have two documents? June meeting, Bill Lingnell and
Does that mean you can do some- group chair Ken Shelbourn of
thing better for one application Truseal Technologies combined
than another?”
their research on closing capillary
Rogers suggested that the next tubes to include in a guideline (see
step would be to look at where the September 2007 USGlass, page
differences lie in the document 108). Shelbourn explained the verbetween residential and commer- dict on sealing tubes after their
cial visual quality. A few were research: “If you’re going to seal a
pointed out in the draft document tube in the field, you crimp or snip
and addressed during the discus- it with wire cutters … but then put
sion. For example, installation a little dab of sealant on the end of
was moved as a much more that which will give you a 100-perimportant qualification to the cent seal.”
commercial product’s visual qualShelbourn had been charged
ity than residential products, with drafting a guideline on capilsince once the commercial units lary tubes, but instead he brought
are installed some obstructions at to the table a guideline for use of
the edge will no
longer be visible.
“Back to the
original question
…
what’s
the
direction that we
wish to take based
on what we looked
at here?” Rogers
said at the end of
the run-through.
One document,
with sections that
reflect differences IGMA members addressed new research and courses, while
between
visual coming closer to completion on industry guidelines.

capillary and breather tubes from
the former Sealed Insulating Glass
Manufacturers Alliance (SIGMA).
Shelbourn had made additional
comments throughout the document, which the group addressed.
With the question of closing the
tubes answered, the group asked
whether a note needed to be added
to its document cautioning individuals not to use capillary tubes in
gas-filled units.
Spindler noted that it does happen that people use tubes in gasfilled units.
“The intent is that the claim cannot be made that the unit has a specific performance,” Spindler said.
“Any gas content will change if
capillary or breather tubes are
used,” Lingnell added.
“We’re not a group that gives
permission or not,” said Chris
Barry of Pilkington. “It physically
can be done.” The instruction
should not use capillary tubes with
gas-filled units was the prevailing
recommendation.
Once the capillary tubes are in,
Greg Carney of the Glass
Association of North America
(GANA) said that it’s not unlikely
that glaziers will try to take them
out.
“I have seen situations where
they are in the way and they cut
capillary tubes, altering them dramatically,” Carney said.
Section 6.0 on glazing thus
gained a recommendation that
capillary tubes not be shortened or
removed during glazing.
Rogers next brought up the joint
IGMA-GANA working group and
its goal of developing guidelines
for use of capillary tubes. Rogers
said customers are asking for guidance: “When do I use capillary
tubes? What are the rules for capillary tubes?”
“It was asked that the two associations create a standardized recommendation,”
Rogers
said,
adding, “To date we haven’t come
to terms as to how.”
Webb and Carney agreed to further discuss the joint work and
develop the “how.”

Gas
Permeability
Working
Group
The gas permeability working group continued its discussion
on its research
project, which is The next IGMA meeting will be held in June in Whistler,
growing ever clos- British Columbia.
er to completion.
“We now have the executive sum- to get additional proposals in for
mary, it’s been circulated, but you consideration prior to the next
haven’t seen the completed docu- meeting, and to have time to “really
ment,” said chair Bruce Virnelson of digest these proposals” made in
PRC DeSoto International. “That Florida. The group plans to make a
now will be the final document for decision in time for its next meeting.
that test protocol.”
This will create a test for the Thermal Stress Working Group
industry if they want to qualify and
The Thermal Stress Working
create new materials, Virnelson Group still had no responses to its
explained.
survey on thermal stress breakage
“Again the purpose of this was to case studies, Webb reported.
have all the testing done, same
“I think some people got a little
place, same time, so it’s apples to conservative,” Carney said. “If you
apples, and I think we’ve done this start having problems, you don’t
pretty well,” Virnelson said.
necessarily want to report them to
The group then turned to its others.” However, the group noted
request for proposal seeking a lab to that case studies could be reportdevelop a test protocol for argon ed anonymously.
permeability through IG units. To
The group is still looking for
date, the group had received pro- data to proceed on its thermal
posals from two different test labs, stress guideline.
while a third lab had expressed
“If you want to be a member of
interest and requested an extension. this committee you need to proSpeakers from TNO and CAN- vide at least three examples,”
BEST were at the meeting to offer Barry suggested.
presentations on how they would
“One would be great—that
conduct the tests, as well as the would be more than we’ve got
approximate costs of each step.
now,” said Jeff Haberer of Cardinal
Following the big numbers, a IG and group chair.
member of the audience asked
The group is considering how best
whether there was someplace else to send out its survey. Meanwhile,
from which some of this test data the “Recommendations to Reduce
could be pulled rather than seeking Instances of Thermal Stress”
funding for testing.
technical bulletin is being sent
“This will be the first time it’s back to the group for comments.
broken down into a small compoThe next IGMA meeting will be
nent,”
Virnelson
responded. held June 16-19, 2008, at the Westin
“We’re pioneers.”
Resort and Spa in Whistler, British
He explained that if the test pro- Columbia.
❙
vides
good
data,
“then other people Want More News from the IGMA Meeting?
who want to qualify
For the extended version of this
for gas fill would run
article see www.dwmmag.com
this method.”
and click on the March issue’s
The group will aim
Only Online section.
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Introducing...

REPAIR SYSTEMS

Can You Fix It?
Yes, you can, with the KNOTTEC™ Wood Repair
System. The system
from Power Adhesives
in
Charlotte,
N.C.,
allows manufacturers of
wood doors and
windows
to
repair
knots and fill
wooden surfaces before painting or finishing.
The system is available in a
compact
starter
kit,
which
includes a TEC™ 250 high-temperature glue gun, three of each
the company’s glue sticks in black,
light-beige, amber and cola, a silicon release mat, two metal sink
blocks and an instructional DVD.
Starter Kit contents are packed in a
sturdy, easy-to-carry metal case
and the entire kit is available for
under $100.
To use the system, a manufacturer simply fills the wood or knot with
the molten adhesive and places
one of the heat sink blocks over the

repaired area. The heat sink block
pushes the adhesive into the area
being filled and forms a flat smooth
finish on the board surface.
Additionally, the stainless
steel block rapidly transfers the heat
from
the
adhesives and
allows it to set
almost
instantly.
Any
surplus
glue then is removed
easily with a chisel or a
cutting tool. After removal,
the wood surface can be treated or
painted as usual.
❙❙➤ www.knottec.com

FINISHED PRODUCTS

TruStile was Green When
Green Wasn’t Cool
Some may think that the idea of
“green” is a new concept, but for
Denver-based TruStile® Doors, it’s
been a way of life for quite a while,
particularly with the company’s
MDF door line.
“TruStile’s MDF doors have been
green since our company started

SCREENS

Isn’t This Grand(eur)?
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Ritescreen’s newest deluxe
out-swing screen door, the
GranDeur, is designed to complement the most elegant
patio doors and homes. It features an ultra-heavy, 4-inchwide by 1 ¼-inch-thick
extruded aluminum frame,
and is available as a single- or
double-French door unit.
The Elizabethville, Pa.based company offers stylish
mortise handle options in five
finishes, black, white, brass,
satin nickel or oil-rubbed
bronze with a deadbolt lock.
In addition, a full-view tempered glass panel is available as an upgrade option.
❙❙➤ www.ritescreen.com
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back in 1995,” says vice president of
marketing
Chuck
Tamblyn.
TruStile’s MDF interior and exterior
doors are built with stile-and-rail
construction, but are environmentally friendly—from the recycled
MDF content to the low-emitting
binders and no-added formaldehyde option. The company also
offers several standard designs, with
options for customization—including various glass and resin options.
❙❙➤ www.trustile.com

On a Roll with Simonton’s
New StormBreaker Plus®
Simonton Windows
has added the Horizontal Roller window
to its line of impact-resistant StormBreaker
Plus 300VL series for
coastal area applications. The singleroller-style window
meets American
Architectural Manufacturers Association
(AAMA) specifications for coastal areas and has received
statewide approval
for use in Florida
through
the
Florida Building
Code
(FBC), according to the Parkersburg,
W.Va.-based company.
The vinyl-framed windows have
a standard DP50 rating and can be
ordered with Solar E glass as an
upgrade option to make the windows E NERGY S TAR ®-qualified.
Simonton offers the Horizontal
Roller in a variety of sizes with a
minimum of 25 inches wide by 19
inches high up to a maximum unit
size of 73 inches wide by 62 inches
high.
❙❙➤ www.simonton.com
continued on page 52

Introducing...
CONTINUED

MATERIALS

HARDWARE

Medite® FR: The Trilogy

Now You See It,
Now You Don’t

SierraPine has re-introduced
Medite FR, a Class 1 certified,
flame-retardant, medium-density
fiberboard (MDF) produced with a
free binder system. The product
was introduced originally in 1995,
but was reformulated in 2003 (then,
it was named Medite FR2) and now
has been re-constructed again by
the Roseville, Calif.-based company.
Information from the company
says the latest MDF also has superior machinability and surface characteristics to its predecessors.
❙❙➤ www.sierrapine.com

New LoVo Paint
Available in 496 Colors
C2 Paint has a new non-toxic,
low-VOC paint, available in 496
handcrafted colors. The company
plans to launch the environmentally friendly product, aptly named
“LoVo,” on Earth Day on April 22.
In addition to offering a large
palette of 496 colors, the Amherst,
N.Y.-based company is able to create the low-VOC paint in custom
colors as well.

Sliding and pocket
doors have long been
the architectural solution for small spaces
where a swinging door
would be in the way.
Now, manufacturers
have another option
by using the latest
hardware technology
from L.E. Johnson
Products Inc. This
hardware is capable of moving multiple 300-pound panels, allowing homebuilders to incorporate moving wall surfaces to increase floor plan flexibility.
Johnson’s Series 200MD Multi Pass Hardware offers a track system that will
accommodate individual door panels up to 48 inches each and come prepackaged in a set of three. The hardware also can be ordered to accommodate four
panels side-by-side in a space, accommodating track lengths of up to 192
inches.
❙❙➤ www.johnsonhardware.com
If you’re just looking to try out
the new LoVo paint, C2 offers 16ounce samplers, in an effort to cut
down on unnecessary waste (and to
make the product truly green). For
those who would prefer not even to
chance the 16-ounce samplers, the

company offers Ultimate Paint
Chips, which are 18- by 24-inch
chips painted with real paint to
provide you with a true sampling of
the product’s capabilities.
❙❙➤ www.c2paint.com

PACKAGING
GRIDS

Take It E-Z with Edgetech’s Latest
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Creating flawless grid patterns for shaped
glass might have just gotten easier. Edgetech I.G.
recently introduced enhancements to
Nupro Product’s patent-pending E-Z
RAD™ grid placement system. The latest
features enable users to create up to 60
different patterns easily, including the
most popular starburst, sunburst and
combination patterns.
“One of the new features is a measurement indicator for the radius line, which eliminates the need to use pre-cut glass
as a template. This is a huge time saver,” says Rob Miller, product manager for
Edgetech I.G.
E-Z RAD is a vertical workstation developed through a partnership between
Cambridge, Ohio-based Edgetech I.G. and Monroe, Wash.-based Nupro. The system was designed to reduce time and material waste, reduce application time
and provide precise muntin placement.
❙❙➤ www.edgetech360.com
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EDL Offers Unit
Load Systems
Green Bay, Wis.-based EDL
Packaging Engineers Inc. offers its
unit load systems, which it says
allows manufacturers to enclose
large, variable-sized products for
transit. The manufacturer says the
translucent low-density polyethylene film provides both product and
handling point visibility during
transit, at a significant cost reduction over corrugated based packaging, according to the company. In
addition, the company says opaque
film protects the enclosed products
from ultraviolet radiation exposure
during extended periods of outdoor storage.
❙❙➤ www.edlpackaging.com
❙

Get Automated
With up to 850 Sash per Shift in
under 1200 square feet !

The Stürtz Compact Sash Line offers a space saving solution
for high production welding and cleaning with capacity for
up to 850 welded and cleaned sash per shift in under 1200
square feet, and with only one operator!
The close proximity of the double stack welders allows one
operator to efficiently load both machines. Upon removal
of the welded sash via a high speed belt system, the welders
automatically size for the next cycle. The belt system then

Stürtz Machinery Inc.
30500 Aurora Road · Solon, Ohio 44139
Telephone 440-248-4009 · Telefax 440-248-4018
info@sturtz.com · www.sturtz.com

Winner of the 2007
Crystal Achievement Award
for Most Innovative Machine!

feeds the sash into a four head cleaner designed to clean all
four corners simultaneously in approximately 25 seconds.
The cleaner can be outfitted with optional tilt latch routing
and pivot bar insertion drilling.

» Find out more about Stürtz today by calling 440-248-4009.
www.sturtz.com

stürtz

Machinery, Inc.

Ones to Watch

COMINGS AND GOINGS

Mikron Has Two New VPs
Kent, Wash.-based Mikron, a division
of Quanex Corp., has two new vice presidents. Bonnie Butler has joined the
company as vice president of human
resources Mark Milburn has joined the
company as vice president of finance.
Butler held the position previously of Bonnie Butler
human resources director for the News
Tribune, a division of the McClatchy
Company. She also has held leadership
positions at the City of Tacoma and
Pierce County.
Milburn held the position previously
of vice president of finance for
Mark Milburn Microscan Systems. He also has held
various positions with other manufacturing companies, including the Marvel Group, a
Masco company.

New President at Amesbury Group
Amesbury Group president Rich Koopmann has
resigned from the Amesbury Group to pursue a new
venture. Jonathan Petromelis, senior vice president
and chief financial officer (CFO) of the
Amesbury Group, will succeed him as
president.
Petromelis has served as CFO for
more than 10 years concentrating on
business development activities and
has more than 23 years of financial
Jonathan
experience. He says he doesn’t plan to
Petromelis
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DEATHS

Hardman Passes Away
Barry G. Hardman, who has served in many roles in
the fenestration industry, passed away on February 7 at
the age of 67 after a battle with lymphoma.
Hardman has served as chairman of ASTM E06.51.11
and E06.51.06, vice chairman of the Building Envelope
and Thermal Envelope Council, part of the National
Institute of Building Sciences, a member of Fenestration
Manufacturers Association and was involved with the
American Architectural Manufacturers’ Association. He
helped found and served on the boards of the California
Glass Dealers Association and the Bay Area Glass Dealers
Association.
Hardman is survived by his wife, Jacqueline Beaulac
Hardman, and his children, Susan Jean Grass, Barry G.
Hardman II, Jackie Lynne Hardman, Marjorie B. Hardman
and Carolyn J. Hardman.
www.dwmmag.com

make any changes to the current company structure
of four business units—window hardware, door
hardware, sealing solutions and extrusion. He will
work out of the company’s offices in Amesbury,
Mass., and Sioux Falls, S.D.

VT Industries Adds Two Employees
Holstein, Iowa-based VT Industries
has added Jason Farver as its vice president of operations for the architectural
wood door division and Gary Bateman
as the information systems director.
Farver’s area of oversight will include
the newly acquired IDEAL Door Jason Farver
Division. He brings nearly nine years of
experience in marketing, product development and
operations management to his new
position.
In his new role, Bateman will manage
and provide support for the information
systems in each of the company’s eight
facilities, including its headquarters. He
will oversee the development and
Gary
enhancement of software, manage and
Bateman
maintain networks, as well as direct the
programming of automation software.

BiltBest Announces Two New VPs
Ste. Genevieve, Mo.-based BiltBest has two new
vice presidents. John Ewoldt, formerly director of
manufacturing engineering, has been named vice
president of engineering, and Terry L. Principe, formerly director of finance, has been named vice
president of finance, information services and
administration.
Ewoldt has more than 21 years of window industry
experience, having held engineering and manufacturing leadership positions with MW Manufacturing,
Peachtree, Eagle and Caradco. He now is responsible
for all of BiltBest’s engineering, research and development and quality efforts.
Prior to joining the BiltBest team, Principe was the
controller of the Christopher Newport University
Educational and Real Estate Foundations in Newport
News, Va., and prior to that position served as director of finance for the man-machine interface division
of Lucas Control Systems in Hampton, Va. Her new
responsibilities include leadership for all finance,
information systems, legal and administrative functions at the company.
continued on page 56

Ones to Watch
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Manufacturer of rubber
molded products
CMI Promotes Fancher

Complete in-house tooling capabilities

Cleats & Belts
shaped according to
the extruded profile
2275 43rd Avenue, Lachine (Qc) Canada H8T 2K1

Tel.: 514 631-0234
Fax: 514 631-5682

1 888 831-0234
info@ctcrubber.com

www.ctcrubber.com
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CMI, the Chicago-based manufacturer and marketer of CraftMaster interior
doors and other products, has promoted
Steve Fancher to managing director of
CMI – Europe and Asia and has appointSteve Fancher ed him to the company’s management
team.
In his new role, Fancher is responsible for all export
activities of CraftMaster brand products in Asia and
Europe. He also will oversee all commercial aspects of
CMI’s recent equity investment in Jilin Fudun Timber
Company Ltd.
As an 11-year veteran of CMI, Fancher has served as
sales manager, Japan and Korea; export manager,
Europe; and sales manager, Masonite Formtec Korea.
He will report directly to CMI president and chief executive officer Bob Merrill.

Reliant Glass & Door Systems Expands
Reliant Glass & Door Systems LLC in Sheboygan,
Wis., has made three new hires.
Brent Henschel has been added as vice president of
business development. Henschel will be responsible
for sales and account management, overall business
development and marketing management. Prior to
joining Reliant, he was the vice president of sales and
marketing at Walters Buildings.
Renee Sellin is the new manager of purchasing.
Sellin will be responsible for establishing supplier relationships, inventory management and implementation of continuous improvement initiatives. Prior to
joining the company, Sellin was the inventory control
manager at Phoenix Products.
Debra Forsterling was hired as contract administrator. Forsterling is responsible for reviewing requirements of customer contracts for materials, products
and services and for invoicing.

&

O’Keefe Joins Truth Team
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Owatonna,
Minn.-based
Truth
Hardware has appointed Jerry O’Keefe
to the position of territory account
manager for Pennsylvania, Maryland
and Delaware. O’Keefe joins Truth with
more than 20 years of experience with- Jerry O’Keefe
in the fenestration industry, most
recently with Chelsea Building Products and before
that Thermal Industries.
O’Keefe will be responsible for coordinating territory
sales efforts with Truth’s new alliance, Industrial Sales
Corp. (see related story in January DWM, page 17).
❙
www.dwmmag.com

NowSHOWing

March 25-26, 2008
AAMA Southeast
Region Spring Meeting
Sponsored by the American
Architectural Manufacturers
Association (AAMA).
Sea Pines Resort/
Inn at Harbor Town.
Hilton Head, S.C.
Contact: AAMA at
847/303-5664 or visit
www.aamanet.org.
April 2-5, 2008
fensterbau/frontale 2008
Sponsored by
Nuremberg Messe Gmbh.
Exhibition Center Nuremberg.
Nuremberg, Germany.
Contact: Nuremberg
Messe Gmbh at
+49 0 9 11. 86 06-81 60 or
visit www.frontale.de.
April 10-12, 2008
Glass TEXpo™ ’08
Co-sponsored by the
Texas Glass Association
and DWM magazine.
Henry B. Gonzalez
Convention Center.
San Antonio.
Contact: DWM magazine
at 540/720-5584 or visit
www.glassexpos.com.
April 15-17, 2008
FMA Spring Conference
Sponsored by FMA.
JW Marriott.
New Orleans.
Contact: FMA at
850/294-7963 or visit
www.fmausaonline.org.
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April 6-9, 2008
FMA Committee Week –
Performance of Buildings
Sponsored by the
Fenestration Manufacturers
Association (FMA).
Anaheim Marriott Hotel.
Anaheim, Calif.
Contact: FMA at
850/294-7963 or visit
www.fmausaonline.org.
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To submit events for
the calendar e-mail
ttaffera@glass.com
www.dwmmag.com

calendar of events

May 1-3, 2008
Americas Glass
Showcase® ’08
Sponsored by Americas
Glass Association (AGA).
Las Vegas.
Contact: AGA at
877/275-2421 or visit
www.americasglassassn.org.
May 8-10, 2008
Glass South America
Technology & Design
Sponsored by Nielsen
Business Media.
Transamerica Expo Center.
Sao Paolo, Brazil.
Contact: DWM magazine
540/720-5584 or visit
www.glassexpo.com.br.
May 12-15, 2008
WDMA Technical Conference
Sponsored by WDMA.
Marriott Lincolnshire
Resort Hotel.
Lincolnshire, Ill.
Contact: WDMA at
847/299-5200 or visit
www.wdma.com.
June 1-4, 2008
AAMA National
Summer Conference
Sponsored by AAMA.
The Hotel Hershey.
Hershey, Pa.
Contact: AAMA at
847/303-5664 or visit
www.aamanet.org.
July 28-31, 2008
NFRC Summer Meeting
Sponsored by the NFRC.
The Conrad Chicago.
Chicago.
Contact: NFRC at
301/589-1776 or
visit www.nfrc.org.
August 20-23, 2008
IWF 2008
Sponsored by IWF.
Georgia World
Congress Center.
Atlanta.
Contact: International
Woodworking Fair at
404/693-8333 or visit
www.iwfatlanta.com.

❙
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THE FUTURE OF FENESTRATION MANUFACTURING

Architectural Glass
Bent/Curved
Precision Glass
Bending Corp.
P.O. Box 1970,
3811 Hwy. 10 West
Greenwood, AR 72936
800/543-8796;
fax: 479/996-8962
www.e-bentglass.com
sales@e-bentglass.com

Computer Software
PMC Software Inc.
Bartles Corner Business Park
8 Bartles Corner Rd., Ste. 11
Flemington, NJ 08822
908/806-7824;
fax: 908/806-3951
www.pmcsoftware.com

Door Components
Door Frames, Metal
Household Metals Inc.
645 E. Erie Ave.
Philadelphia, PA 19134
800/343-2610;
fax: 215/634-2292
www.hmidoors.com

Door Hardware &
Related Products
Setting Blocks

Frank Lowe
Rubber & Gasket
10 Dubon Ct., Suite 1
Farmingdale, NY 11735
800/777-0202;
fax: 631/777-2560
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www.franklowe.com
sales@franklowe.com

Doors, Exterior
Steel, Exterior Doors
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Household Metals Inc.
645 E. Erie Ave.
Philadelphia, PA 19134
800/343-2610;
fax: 215/634-2292
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www.hmidoors.com

Storm, Exterior Doors
Household Metals Inc.
645 E. Erie Ave.
Philadelphia, PA 19134
800/343-2610;
fax: 215/634-2292
www.hmidoors.com

Wood, Exterior Doors
DeMarco Collection
2606 Manana Dr.
Dallas, TX 75220
214/366-0000;
Fax: 214/366-0011
www.demarcocollection.com
rmarsh9558@aol.com

Insulating Glass &
Related Products
Airspacers
Alumet Mfg., Inc.
3803 136th St. NE
Marysville, WA 98271
360/653-6666;
fax: 360/653-9884

Spacers
Edgetech IG Inc.
800 Cochran Ave.
Cambridge, OH 43725
740/439-2338;
fax: 740/439-0121
www.edgetechig.com

McKeegan Equip. & Supply
8411 Ronda Drive
Canton, MI 48187
734/459-5870;
fax: 734/459-9837
www.mckeeganequip.com

Hardware
Components

www.alumet.com

G-U Hardware Inc.
12650 Patrick Henry Dr.

Helima Helvetion Intl.
PO Box 1348
Duncan, SC 29334-1348
800/346-6628;
fax: 864/439-6065

Newport News, VA 23602

www.helima.de

Muntin Bars
Alumet Mfg., Inc.
3803 136th St. NE
Marysville, WA 98271
360/653-6666;
fax: 360/653-9884
www.alumet.com

Spacers
Edgetech IG Inc.
800 Cochran Ave.
Cambridge, OH 43725
740/439-2338;
fax: 740/439-0121
www.edgetechig.com

Truseal Technologies
6680 Parkland Blvd.
Solon, OH 44139
216/910-5100;
fax: 216/910-1505
www.truseal.com

Insulating Glass
Machinery &
Equipment
Bystronic Inc.
185 Commerce Drive
Hauppauge NY 11788
631/231-1212
fax: 631/231-1040
www.bystronic.com
salesusa@bystronic-glass.com

800/927-1097;
fax: 888/454-0161
Truth Hardware Corp.
700 West Bridge St.
Owatonna, MN 55060
800/866-7884;
fax: 507/451-5655
www.truth.com
truthsal@truth.com

Winkhaus North
America, Inc.
1171 Universal Blvd.
Whitewater, WI 53190
262/472-8800;
fax: 262/472-8900
www.winkhaus.com

Connectors
Eduard Kronenberg
GmbH
Dingshauser Str. 6-10
Solingen, Germany 42655
+49 (0)212/222 88-0
Fax: +49 (0)212/222 88-999
www.kronenberg-eduard.de
info@kronenberg-eduard.de

Information &
Organizations
Associations
American Architectural
Manufacturers Association
1827 Walden Office
Square, Suite 550
Schaumburg, IL 60173
847/303-5859
fax: 847/303-5774
www.aamanet.org

Machinery/Equipment
EDTM Inc.
745 Capital Commons
Toledo, OH 43615
419/861-1030;
fax: 419/861-1031
www.edtm.com
sales@edtm.com

Glas-Weld Systems Inc.
20578 Empire Blvd.
Bend, OR 97701
541/388-1156;
fax: 541/388-1157

Metalworking &
Vinylworking
Machinery
Stürtz Machinery Inc.
30500 Aurora Rd.
Solon, OH 44139
440/248-4009;
fax: 440/248-4018
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com

Multiprocessing

Stürtz Machinery Inc.
30500 Aurora Rd.
Solon, OH 44139
440/248-4009;
fax: 440/248-4018
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com

Saws

Stürtz Machinery Inc.
30500 Aurora Rd.
Solon, OH 44139
440/248-4009;
fax: 440/248-4018
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com

Saws, Cut-Off

Stürtz Machinery Inc.
30500 Aurora Rd.
Solon, OH 44139
440/248-4009;
fax: 440/248-4018
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com

Saws, Double Miter

Stürtz Machinery Inc.
30500 Aurora Rd.
Solon, OH 44139
440/248-4009;
fax: 440/248-4018
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com

Vinyl Welders
Stürtz Machinery Inc.
30500 Aurora Rd.
Solon, OH 44139
440/248-4009;
fax: 440/248-4018
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com

Vinyl Window
Systems
VEKA Inc.
100 VEKA Dr.
Fombell, PA 16123
800/654-5589;
fax: 724/452-1007
www.vekainc.com

Misc. Products
Displays for Doors
and Windows
Emes Marketing Inc.
68 Theodore Place
Thornhill, ON L4J 8E4
Canada
905/886-1066;
fax: 905/886-1266
www.emidisplays.com
info@emidisplays.com

Window & Door
Replacement
Hardware
Strybuc Industries
2006 Elmwood Ave.
Sharon Hills, PA 19078
800/352-0800;
fax: 610/534-3202
www.strybuc.com

Window
Components
Extrusions, Vinyl

Weatherstripping
UltraFab Inc.
1050 Hook Rd.
Farmington, NY 14424
800/535-1050;
fax: 585/924-7680

Deceuninck
North America
351 N. Garver Road
Monroe, OH 45050
800/432-9560;
Fax: 513/539-5402

www.ultrafab.com
sales@ultrafab.com

www.decna.biz

Windows
Blast Resistant

Window Hardware
Stiffeners

United States
Bullet Proofing, Inc.
4925 Lawrence Street
Hyattsville, MD 20781
201/454-0155 or
800/363-8328;
fax: 301/454-0199

Alumet Mfg., Inc.
3803 136th St. NE
Marysville, WA 98271
360/653-6666;
fax: 360/653-9884
www.alumet.com

www.usbulletproofing.com
info@usbulletproofing.com ❙

Don’t miss this opportunity to get
your company noticed.

Subscribe to DWM for FREE
I want to start/continue my FREE SUBSCRIPTION to DWM:  YES  NO
Sign your name: _________________________________________________ Date: _________________________
Print your name: _________________________________________________ Title: _________________________
Company: ____________________________________________________________________________________
Address: ____________________________City: ______________________ State: _________ Zip:____________
Phone: ____________________ Fax: ______________________ E-mail: __________________________________
1. Please check the ONE category that BEST describes the business
activity of your company:
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Manufacturer of windows
Manufacturer of windows and/or doors and/or skylights
Manufacturer of doors
Manufacturer of skylights or other fenestration products
Suppliers of fenestration components or equipment (including glass)
Distributors of windows and/or doors and/or skylights
Engineer firms, utilities or other involved in energy management
Others allied to the field, please specify:_______________________

2. Please check ALL the products or
materials your company manufactures:
A  Wood B  Aluminum C  Glass
D  Vinyl E  Other Metals

3. Please check ALL the types of work your
company performs:
C  Commercial R  Residential
B  Both
O  Other

4. Classification by title (choose the best):
A  Owner/president
D  Designer
B  General or senior manager
E  Marketing manager
C  Plant manager or engineer
F  Purchasing manager
5. Number of employees at this location: A  1-4
B  5-9
2  Fenestration
6. What other publications do you receive?

G
H




MY BUSINESS IS ENGAGED IN
THE MANUFACTURING, FABRICATING
OR DISTRIBUTION OF DOORS AND
WINDOW PRODUCTS.

 YES  NO



Check here to also subscribe to
the free weekly DWM e-mail newsletter.
I WOULD LIKE TO RECEIVE MY
SUBSCRIPTION IN THE FORM OF:

 PRINT  DIGITAL

Energy expert or consultant
Other

C  10-19
D  20-49
1  Window and Door

E  50-99

F  100+

Subscriptions are free to all qualified recipients at U.S. addresses. Addresses outside the U.S. please add $45 per year for surface mail or $160
per year airmail. By checking yes and signing this form, I also agree to allow publisher to contact me via fax and/or telephone in the future.

PLEASE COMPLETE THIS ENTIRE FORM AND FAX IT TO 630/482-3003
OR SUBSCRIBE ONLINE AT WWW.GLASS.COM/SUBCENTER.PHP
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Company

Phone

Fax

Web Address

5

AGC Flat Glass North America

800/251-0441

423/229-7110

www.na.agc-flatglass.com

68

Alumet Manufacturing Inc.

800/343-8360

360/653-9884

www.alumet.com

47

Ameri-Can Machinery

877/829-5219

905/542-2261

www.ameri-can.ca

3

Amesbury Group

800/325-3359

605/332-3701

www.amesbury.com

21

Cardinal IG

952/935-1722

952/935-1722

www.cardinalcorp.com

57

Changshu Hard Glass Co. Ltd.

86-512-52590663

86-512-52599077

www.hard-glass.com

56

Contact Rubber Inc.

888/831-0234

514/631-5682

www.ctcrubber.com

7

Deceuninck North America

877/563-4251

513/539-5402

www.deceuninck.com

51

Edgenet

877/334-3638

615/371-3023

www.edgenet.com

1

Edgetech I.G. Inc.

800/233-4383

740/439-0121

www.edgetech360.com

11

ELCIA Inc.

866/703-5242

514/908-3567

www.equantis.com

9

Electronic Design to Market Inc.

419/861-1030

419/480-1099

www.edtm.com

58

Elton Manufacturing

800/297-8299

905/878-9211

www.eltonmanufacturing.com

47

Emes Marketing Inc.

905/886-1066

905/886-1266

www.emidisplays.com

17

FeneTech Inc.

330/995-2830

330/562-8688

www.fenetech.com

59

Jason Hardware Co. Ltd.

86-754-5163256

86-754-5162821

www.jasonhardware.com

18

J & S Machine Inc.

715/273-3376

715/273-5241

www.jsmachine.com

15

MGM Industries

800/476-5584

615/859-7966

www.mgmindustries.com

55

MSA Screens

800/661-3035

418/831-3043

www.moustiquairesmsa.com

18

Pat Mooney Inc.

800/323-7503

630/543-5584

www.patmooneysaws.com

39

Ritescreen

800/949-4174

888/432-8036

www.ritescreen.com

63

Screen Center Sales

866/652-0028

519/472-5494

www.screencentersales.com

53

Sturtz Machinery Inc.

440/248-4009

440/248-4018

www.sturtz.com

23

TDCI Inc.

800/630-6687

614/781-2331

www.tdci.com

56

Tongling Nextool Technology Co. Ltd 519/969-7223

519/968-1173

www.nextooling.com

65

Truseal Technologies

888/257-7601

216/910-1506

www.truseal.com

C2

Truth Hardware

800/866-7884

507/444-4762

www.truth.com

13

Winkhaus North America Inc.

262/472-8800

262/472-8900

www.winkhaus.us.com

19

WTS Paradigm

608/664-9292

608/664-9295

www.wtsparadigm.com

www.dwmmag.com
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Leasing Options Available

0DQXIDFWXUHGLQ1RUWK$PHULFD

Box 237 Lambeth Stn. London ON N6P IP9
phone: 519-472-0080
email:
info@screencentersales.com
fax:
519-472-5494
web:
www.screencentersales.com
toll-free: 866-652-0028
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Industry Indices

Privately Owned Housing Starts Up
rivately owned housing starts
in January were up .8 percent
from the December 2007 estimate, but still down 27.9 percent
from last January, according to the
U.S. Commerce Department. The
U.S.
Census
Bureau
and
Department of Housing and Urban
Development estimates that privately owned housing starts in
January were at a seasonally adjusted annual rate of 1,012,000 units,

P

compared with 1,004,000, units in
December, and 1,403,000 in
January 2007.
Single-family housing starts in
January were at a rate of 743,000
units, 5.2 percent below the
December figure of 784,000 units.
Privately owned housing units
authorized by building permits in
January were at a seasonally adjusted annual rate of 1,048,000 units,
which is 3.0 percent below the

VALUE OF IMPORTS TO UNITED STATES
Dec. 2007
Nov. 2007
Finished Products (in units)
Plastic windows and their frames
Doors and their frames, wood
Aluminum windows and their frames
Iron windows or steel and
their frames, not stainless
Wood windows, French
windows and frames

Change

5,477,437
54,015,580
23,104,988

7,341,617
59,209,378
23,421,348

-25.4%
-8.8%
-1.4%

2,815,904

3,099,771

-9.2%

14,413,964

18,863,299

–23.6%

9,633,376
9,533,895
9,533,895
12,045,278
1,219,260,690

8,795,865
12,831,266
6,635,213
16,912,550
1,393,272,804

+9.5%
-25.7%
+43.7%
-28.8%
-12.5%

VALUE OF EXPORTS TO UNITED STATES
Dec. 2007
Nov. 2007
Finished Products (in units)

Change

Materials (in units)
Cast and rolled glass
Float glass
Laminated safety glass
Insulating glass units
Wood and articles of wood
Source: U.S. Commerce Department
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Plastic windows, frames and
thresholds for doors
Wood windows, French
windows and their frames
Doors and their frames, wood

8,095,726

-9.4%

5,452,525
12,690,721

7,765,462
16,840,245

-29.8%
-24.6%

34,654,654
42,568,311
7,143,299
5,513,303
17,725,580
15,090,720
22,298,480

35,920,210
52,640,638
6,891,559
7,648,532
15,055,893
16,506,786
23,103,179

-3.5%
-19.1%
+3.7%
-27.9%
+17.7%
-10.6%
-19.0%

Materials (in units)
Cast and rolled glass
Float glass
Laminated safety glass
Insulating glass units
Articles of glass
Articles of wood
Continuously shaped wood
Source: U.S. Commerce Department
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7,336,321

www.dwmmag.com

revised December rate of 1,080,000
million and 33.1 percent below the
revised January 2007 estimate of
1,566,000.
The Commerce Department also
reports that privately owned housing completions in January were at
a seasonally adjusted annual rate of
1,351,000—a 1.8-percent increase
from the December estimate of
1,327,000 and a 26.2-percent drop
from the January 2007 rate of
1,830,000.

Associations Hope
for Tax Credits to
Revive Housing Market
With the second half of 2008
quickly approaching, following a
less than stellar start for the new
housing industry, many are searching for jump-start solutions. The
National Association of Home
Builders (NAHB) believes a tax
credit for home purchases may be
part of the solution. The National
Association of Realtors (NAR)
expects improvements in the second half of 2008, if conventional
loan limits are increased. Both
organizations
maintain
that
improvements could be had, if the
right incentives are put in place.
“The biggest bang for the buck
most likely would be provided by a
temporary home buyer tax credit,”
says NAHB’s chief economist David
Seiders. Seiders recently addressed
the Senate Finance Committee
with these matters. “Tax credits for
the purchase of a home are a means
of eliminating excess inventory,
relieving some of the pressure on
falling housing prices and ending
the waiting-on-the-sideline strategy some potential buyers have
adopted …”
❙

vs

You might be surprised to know that homeowners
will reduce their carbon emissions more in a year by installing
Envirosealed Windows than they will if they use
compact fluorescent bulbs for every light in their home.
It might also surprise homeowners who use
compact fluorescent bulbs.
In a time when saving the environment is on everyone’s
mind, you can do your part and help others do theirs
by manufacturing and selling Envirosealed Windows.
Visit envirosealedwindows.com or call us at
888.257.7601 to learn more.

Envirosealed Windows TM is a trademark of Truseal Technologies, Inc.
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CASE STUDY

Window Company
Converts to New
Machinery and
Increases
Efficiencies

by Lee Marshall

W

hen we examined how to
improve our manufacturing operations at
Jordan Windows, we found about
what we expected: the need to boost
productivity, cut costs and eliminate our most common delivery
problems. What we didn’t expect
was to find the solution to all three
issues in one piece of equipment.
As satisfied users of GED’s Gen 1
Intercept® frame machine, we paid
close attention to the claimed benefits of the new Intercept i-3 system. The system’s increased
throughput and higher profit per
window sounded impressive, but
we wanted to see what return we
could expect in our own operation.
To prove the worth of converting
to the Intercept® i-3, GED provided
us with a return on investment
(ROI) model to calculate how long
an upgrade would take to pay for
itself. Unlike other manufacturers
who quote ROI figures without
showing the math, GED handed
over the formula and allowed us to

calculate the ROI using our own
data and assumptions.
Eric Divelbiss, our chief financial
officer, appreciated this opportunity to analyze ROI for himself
instead of unsubstantiated figures
quoted by the typical vendors.
“We didn’t look at justifying the
line with any ‘soft’ costs at all. The
savings are all real and defined—no
fluff,” Divelbiss says.
The numbers convinced us to
trade in our Gen 1 Intercept Spacer
frame machine for GED’s new
Intercept i-3 system. The system’s
one-piece flow design and integrated i-3 technology deliver the
improved automation and flexibility
that we needed. The equipment
speeds the velocity of production by
feeding ten different-sized coils of
spacer material instead of just one.
Changeover from one spacer width
to another takes just 30 seconds,
rather than the 5 to 10 minutes
required for other systems. The rest
of the equipment in the IG production process also adjusts automati-

cally, further improving flexibility,
efficiency and lean manufacturing.

A Smooth Conversion
We worked closely with the GED
project management team to make
the Intercept conversion as seamless as possible. This required both
effective internal management and
open communication with the
GED team. We set up the new
Intercept system while maintaining operations of the Gen 1 line. As
a result, we were able to complete
the conversion without missing a
single customer order.
“We cut off the Gen 1 line on one
day and made a complete production schedule of more than 1,800
IG [units?] the next day,” says Steve
Shehea, Jordan’s IG operations
manager.
In addition to setting up the new
Intercept i-3 line, GED helped us
evaluate our current plant floor
and re-lay the entire IG department to run more efficiently. The
new layout allows us to get the
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Jordan Windows converted to GED's Intercept i-3 system and increased production through a smooth conversion process.

most out of the new i-3 investment
and squeeze more productivity
from our existing systems.
According to GED, they do this
type of evaluation for every
installation.
“A new piece of equipment is only
part of the lean manufacturing equation,” says Bill Weaver, GED’s vice
president of sales and service. “We
take a holistic view of the process—
from when the glass comes through
the door to when it is delivered to the
vinyl lines. We consider it our obligation to identify every possible way to
decrease cost and increase the velocity of production.”

Reaping the Benefits
We found the single biggest benefit of the new Intercept i-3 system
to be the increase in flexibility. By
better sequencing IG production to
the needs of the vinyl department
and end customer orders, the
entire operation now runs more
efficiently. Most importantly, the
conversion to the i-3 system is hav-

ing a very visible and positive effect
on our customer base.
Because of Intercept i-3’s
improved flexibility and sequencing, we have reduced the number of
missed customer orders substantially. Customer backorders from
missing remake units have been
virtually eliminated and lost orders
are a thing of the past. Overall,
order completion percentages now
are running in the high 90s consistently, versus numbers in the low
90s before the i-3 installation. The
steady pace of the system—without
interruptions or changeovers—also
has led to increased unit quality
and consistency.
Our customers aren’t the only
ones pleased with the improvements. Production workers are also
enjoying Intercept i-3’s impact on
the process.
“We no longer have to hunt for IG
units or have window lines missing
the IG they need to keep running,”
says Shehea. “We have what we
need, when and where we need it.”

Before the changeover to
Intercept i-3, we lost one to 1.5
hours per day of productivity
from changeovers and interruptions. Because Intercept i-3 eliminates the need for manual intervention, we have gained back that
lost productivity.
We used to get 1,500 units in eight
hours. We are now able to produce
up to 2,400 IG units in eight hours
based on demand. This boost in production has come without added
overtime or temporary workers,
even during times of peak demand.
“This is direct, hard money to
the bottom line,” Divelbiss says. “It
gave everything that GED says it
would and everything we modeled
in our ROI analysis. You don’t see
that every day.”
The combination of new technology and expertise promises
good returns now and well into the
future.
❙
Lee Marshall serves as president of
Jordan Windows.
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Making
the Map
IGMA Working Groups Start New Projects During 8thth Annual Conference
by Megan Headley

“T

Rogers suggested that the next step would be to look
he Insulating Glass Manufacturers Alliance
(IGMA) held its 8th annual conference at where the differences lie in the document between
January 28-31 at the Sundial Beach Resort residential and commercial visual quality. Some were
in Sanibel, Fla. Whether considering a drastic turn for addressed during the discussion. For example, installaa document, introducing an old document to a fresh tion was seen as a much more important qualification to
set of eyes or growing ever closer to completion of a the commercial product’s visual quality than residential
long-term project, these matters had IGMA members products, since once the commercial units are installed
some obstructions at the edge will no longer be visible.
looking toward future projects.
“Back to the original question … what’s the direcFor the Visual Quality Working Group, it was a new
twist to an old document. The June meeting had seen tion that we wish to take based on what we looked at
a motion to revise the visual quality guidelines draft here?” Rogers said at the end of the run-through.
One document, with sections that reflect differences
document to reflect the differences between residential and commercial insulating glass (IG) units (see between visual quality for residential and commercial IG
units, appeared to be the consensus. The group agreed to
July/August 2007 DWM, page 56).
A “what if” document had been produced since the send a revised draft around for a second review.
last meeting to show what a separate commercial document might look like.
Bob Spindler of Cardinal IG pointed out that window manufacturers present at the meeting manufacture IG units both residential and high- to mid-rise
buildings. Group chairperson Tracy Rogers of
Edgetech IG, in fact, took a straw poll of those in the
room who manufactured 100 percent residential products, 100 percent nonresidential and those who produced a blend of both; hands were scarce on the first
two options. The idea, presumably, was that when
manufacturers produced a blend of both, the document should reflect the same.
“Having two documents gives a wrong impression
of what the glass manufacturer can and cannot produce,” Spindler said. “From an architect’s standpoint, why would you have two documents? Does
that mean you can do something better for one appli- IGMA members began to address new research and courses,
cation than another?”
while coming closer to completion on industry guidelines.
©2008 Door & Window Manufacturer Magazine, 540-720-5584, www.dwmmag.com, All rights reserved.

Certification and Education
Direction was on the agenda for the Certification
and Education Committee as well. Specifically, the
committee looked at educational opportunities that
have been offered since its last meeting in June and
potential courses for the future.
It first analyzed its last educational seminar, a presentation on preventing IG failure made at GlassBuild
America in September.
“I would not say the last ‘Preventing IG Failures’
educational seminar was a resounding success,” said
Margaret Webb, IGMA executive director. “I’ve never
seen comments so all over the map …”
Since, as committee chair Rogers pointed out, “We
got excellent reviews every other place we presented,”
group members advised against presenting at the
meeting later this year. That led to the discussion of
other options. Should the courses be offered only
online? Should a course be developed for architects? A
survey of manufacturers or members interested in
continuing education was suggested.
Topic presentations were the next question; that is,
the group looked at further developing a seminar on
IG quality procedures.
“This thing has been stalled for basically two years,”
Webb said. At a previous meeting the preparation of
this seminar had been assigned to an outside group,
who has since withdrawn. Webb added, “I personally
think we need to do this. The most common question
we get is on quality procedures.”
“This has been talked about in China and other
places and all around the world now,” added IGMA
technical consultant Bill Lingnell.
According to Webb, one of the things that makes the
development of this potential seminar so tricky is that
it isn’t just teach a skill, it’s teaching a way of thinking.
“One of the things you actually have to transfer is a different way of thinking; a different commitment,” Webb
said. “Give a larger picture as to what would happen if
you fill your spacer bar with super saturated desiccant”—as opposed to simply saying “don’t do it.”
“The biggest problem is not how to run a desiccant
test but why to run a desiccant test,” said John Kent of
the Insulating Glass Certification Council (IGCC).
Webb added, “In the long haul what it means is
you’ll have better performing IG units.”
Rogers and Webb agreed to work on putting together an outline to distribute to everyone interested in a
working group for this seminar; Rogers is aiming to get
an introduction to the seminar out by its next meeting.
“First one should be the why—why is it important to
do this?” Kent said.
“That’s objective number-one,” Webb agreed.
With education covered, the committee meeting
turned toward certification.
With regard to harmonization of IGMAC and
IGMA certification procedures, Kent said, “We’re not
quite there yet but we’re a lot closer than we were

The next IGMA meeting will be held in June in Whistler,
British Columbia.
three or four years ago.”
Kent also provided information about current participation levels and IG certification activities. In an interesting note on participation, Kent noted that in August
the first non-North American lab, in Beijing, was
approved to participate. Kent said this lab would be able
to test product sent to them from other countries.
In other certification news, Webb briefly noted that
Keystone Certifications has terminated its relationship
with IGMA. “The only administrator for IGMA now is
IGCC,” Webb said.

Glazing Guidelines Working Group
The Glazing Guidelines Working Group continued its
discussion about capillary tubes, but this time had a
guideline in front of it. Per the June meeting, Lingnell
and group chair Ken Shelbourn of Truseal Technologies
combined their research on closing capillary tubes to
include in a guideline (see September 2007 USGlass,
page 108). Shelbourn explained the verdict on sealing
tubes after their research: “If you’re going to seal a tube
in the field, you crimp or snip it with wire cutters … but
then put a little dab of sealant on the end of that which
will give you a 100-percent seal.”
Shelbourn had been charged with drafting the
guidelines on capillary tubes, but instead he brought
to the table guidelines for use of capillary and breather
tubes from the former Sealed Insulating Glass
Manufacturers Alliance (SIGMA). Shelbourn had made
additional comments throughout the document,
which the group addressed.
With the question of closing the tubes answered, the
group asked if a note should be added to its document
cautioning individuals not to use capillary tubes in
gas-filled units.
Spindler noted that it does happen that people use
tubes in gas-filled units.
“The intent is that the claim cannot be made that
the unit has a specific performance,” Spindler said.
“Any gas content will change if capillary or breather
tubes are used,” Lingnell added.
“We’re not a group that gives permission or not,”
said Chris Barry of Pilkington. “It physically can be
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Keyed in to Global Trends

here are massive global trends that I think are
sometimes easy to ignore when you’re out in the
field,” said Michael Collins of Jordan, Knauff and
Co. at the open of his keynote address at the Insulating Glass
Manufacturers Alliance (IGMA) 8th annual conference. To
bring his audience up-to-date, Collins, a columnist for DWM
magazine, took IGMA members through some of those global
and industry trends impacting the door and window industry
and commercial construction market.
With regard to windows, Collins noted that vinyl window
suppliers are being pinched by rising fuel costs and energy
surcharges from glass suppliers that they often aren’t able
to pass onto customers because of the competitiveness of the marketplace.
Despite these difficulties and the
slow residential construction
market, he has noticed that
many window manufacturers are searching for
acquisitions within
the traditional door
and window industry, “and that’s
extremely positive.”
Several such companies have examined an acquisition
as a way to gain
excess plant capacity, a positive step,
Collins said, that indicates that these manufacturers are preparing to
need that space once the
market picks up.
While Collins said that consensus shows that a bottom to the residential construction decline is coming in mid- to
late-2008, the commercial construction market is expected
to remain favorable in 2008. As Collins commented, “You’ll
still be happier on the commercial side in ’08 than on the residential side.”
Jordan, Knuaff & Co. anticipates continued strong interest
in acquiring commercial door and window companies. While
Collins said that increased consolidation in the commercial
area is likely, he expects that Pella’s acquisition of EFCO in
2007 (see October 2007 DWM, page 18) will not be the last
instance of a residential door and window manufacturer purchasing a commercial company.
Collins also touched briefly on building information
management (BIM) systems, which he explained will be the
“replacement to 3D CAD.” This software is able to store a
variety of information regarding every part and component
of a building, much like 3D CAD. However, where CAD
libraries were private, companies are being formed to cre-

“T

ate BIM libraries for a number of manufacturers, allowing
architects to reference this information.
According to Collins, this is a trend that all commercial
building product manufacturers will be following—especially
because overseas companies will be jumping on it. As he
explained, the BIM library provides overseas manufacturers
an instant audience of architects. “I’m encouraging companies to get ahead of this,” he said.
And speaking of overseas competition, Collins also touched
on the topic of competition with China. During his research on
this topic, he said, “it became clear that different companies
were at risk and different companies were not at risk.”
Product areas with a high threat assessment
included architectural flat glass, curtainwall, extrusions, door and window
production machinery and hardware, due to their long, uniform
production runs; high labor
and materials content; and
high ratio of value to
weight and volume.
One member of the
audience asked if the
lower quality of Chinese
products was swaying
customers from buying
overseas.
“Companies that are
outsourcing there will
tell you that the quality’s
there,” Collins replied. “It
didn’t use to be, but now
it’s there.”
In order to compete effectively, Collins advised his audience on
several points:
• Spend as much time as possible interacting with the end customer and their customers.
“I’m always stunned about how little [manufacturers]
know about the people who use their product,” Collins
said. “You’ve got to be a miner of data about your company.” That data can provide early indicators of market needs,
he explained.
• Cater to those customers with “tough” requests. Customers
with frequent changes and short lead times will find it difficult to switch to an overseas supplier.
• Support innovation. Collins noted that patents from small
companies are twice as likely as large companies to be
among the top one percent of high-impact patents. While
large companies tend to focus on making existing products
better, or more affordable, it’s innovation that will help
keep companies ahead of Chinese competition.
• Embrace lean manufacturing. Shortening lead times and
becoming more cost-competitive will help give North
American manufacturers an edge.
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done.” That the instruction should say not to use capillary tubes with gas-filled units was the prevailing recommendation.
Once the capillary tubes are inserted, Greg Carney of
the Glass Association of North America (GANA) said that
it’s not unlikely that glaziers will try to take them out.
“I have seen situations where they are in the way
and they cut capillary tubes, altering them dramatically,” Carney said.
Section 6.0 on glazing thus gained a recommendation that capillary tubes not be shortened or removed
during glazing.
Rogers next brought up the joint IGMA-GANA
working group and its goal of developing guidelines
for use of capillary tubes. Rogers said customers are
asking for guidance.
“It was asked that the two associations create a standardized recommendation,” he said, adding, “To date
we haven’t come to terms as to how.”
Webb and Carney agreed to further discuss the joint
work and develop the “how.”

Gas Permeability Working Group
The gas permeability working group continued its
discussion on its research project, which is growing
ever closer to completion.
“We have now the executive summary, it’s been circulated, but you haven’t seen the completed document,” said chair Bruce Virnelson of PRC DeSoto
International. “That now will be the final document for
that test protocol.”
This will create a test for the industry if they want to
qualify and create new materials, Virnelson explained.
“Again the purpose of this was to have all the testing
done, same place, same time, so it’s apples to apples,
and I think we’ve done this pretty well,” Virnelson said.
The group then turned to its request for proposal
seeking a lab to develop a test protocol for argon permeability through IG units. To date, the group had received
proposals from two different test labs, while a third lab
had expressed interest and requested an extension.
Speakers from TNO and CAN-BEST were at the meeting to offer presentations on how they would conduct
the tests, as well as the approximate costs of each step.
Following the big numbers, a member of the audience asked whether there was someplace else from
which some of this test data could be pulled rather
than seeking funding for testing.
“This will be the first time it’s broken down into a small
component,” Virnelson responded. “We’re pioneers.”
He explained that if the test provides good data, “then
other people who want to qualify for gas fill would run
this method.”
The group will aim to get additional proposals in
for consideration before the next meeting, and to

have time to “really digest these proposals” made in
Florida. The group’s goal is make a decision in time
for its next meeting.

Thermal Stress Working Group
The Thermal Stress Working Group still had no
responses to its survey about thermal stress breakage
case studies, Webb reported.
“I think some people got a little conservative,”
Carney said. “If you start having problems, you don’t
necessarily want to report them to others.” However,
the group noted that case studies could be reported
anonymously.
The group is still looking for data to proceed on its
thermal stress guidelines.
A “Recommendations to Reduce Instances of
Thermal Stress” technical bulletin is also being sent
back to the group for comments.

Tying Up Technical Ends
The Technical Services Committee first heard a
report on its 25-Year Field Correlation Study. Webb
reported that the last ballot on the document received
a 60-percent response, with most of the comments
being editorial in nature. According to Webb, the only
items missing from the study were photos for the
report and a final chart.
“I think we’re actually ready to vote on this,” she said.
Upon a vote, the committee moved the document
through to the technical policy committee.
During updates from the working groups, a motion
brought a new document to the Technical Services
Committee’s realm of responsibility.
“We now have a draft document on guidelines for
thermal stress,” commented Haberer, chair of the
Thermal Stress Working Group.
A vote moved the document to the committee,
where it will now be balloted by that committee, bringing it a step closer to completion.
The group also revisited a proposal submitted in
June on the use of the GasGlass device in the field.
“Basically, it was to validate the use of the handheld
GasGlass unit in the field … as a viable way of checking
gas levels in installed IG units,” Webb said.
A review task group examined the proposal in
October; however, since it came with a hefty price tag,
it ultimately was decided that the group would have to
focus on one research project at a time, and the gas
permeability project mentioned the previous day
would have funds thoroughly tied up.
The next IGMA meeting will be held June 16-19,
2008, at the Westin Resort and Spa in Whistler, British
Columbia.
❙
Megan Headley is a contributing editor for DWM magazine.
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Software
Buying
Guide
TDCI Says Sell More
with BuyDesign®
BuyDesign is a comprehensive
guided selling and configuration
software solution to streamline
the entire interest-to-order cycle
for doors, windows and other customized products, offered from
TDCI. BuyDesign helps manufacturers and their dealers:
• Increase sales by becoming
“easy to do business with;”
• Reduce administrative and sales
engineering costs; and
• Reduce order errors and delivery lead times.
BuyDesign includes software
applications for quoting and order-

Nothing Soft About it

Check out the
Latest Software Products
ing, interest generation and requirements capture. BuyDesign also
incorporates capabilities for product configuration and visualization.
BuyDesign can be deployed in a
variety of ways–all with centralized control and Internet updates.
This can be done online via the
web; and can be distributed on
desktop/laptop PCs.
Built on the Microsoft technology
platform,
BuyDesign’s
advanced software architecture is
reliable, scalable, easy to manage
and easy to integrate with existing business systems, according
to the company.
❙❙➤ www.tdci.com

CAN Do with
Albat and Wirsam’s
CANTOR ERP Software

Albat and Wirsam says its CANTOR ERP Software encompasses
the complete spectrum of door and
window manufacturing and commercial management. Highly integrated, Cantor ERP connects to all
business cells, from order entry,
capacity planning and scheduling
right up to CNC control of machinery. The system also offers an integrated service module for on-field
services and installation. CANTOR
is user-friendly, operates on a
Microsoft SQL Server platform and
features a fully graphical Windows
interface.
The
Cantor
Look Ahead with GED’s LeanNET Software
Dealer System is a
Want to increase glass
sales tool for manuyields? GED says this is
facturers’ resellers
possible with its glass
and dealers. By
optimization
software,
using the same
LeanNET
Look-Ahead,
order entry platwhich uses algorithms to
form, this elimioptimize glass right at the
nates any type of
cutting table. The software
errors
through
increases glass yield by
the incorporated
incorporating lites from
restriction checks.
subsequent batches autoProfessional quotamatically, remakes, manual
tions are prepared
input, rush orders, service
with accurate delivorders and specialty
ery times, available
processes into its current
options and pricproduction
schedule.
ing. Purchase orders
Nearly 100 cutting tables
for glass or other
are operating currently
parts are issued
with the program providing up to $60,000 per year in glass savings, reduction in manpower and
automatically; at
faster throughput as compared to existing optimization methods, according to GED. The software
the same time, the
typically pays for itself in just a few months. The software may be purchased with new cutting
stock control modtables or retrofitted to existing cutting tables.
ule reserves the
❙❙➤ www.gedusa.com
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Reduce Remakes with PMC’s Remake Software
required stock, or, in case of
shortage, makes purchasing
recommendations.
Based on the material input
and the customer’s requested delivery date, rough
scheduling determines the
machinery times and production dates.
The software can be customized for any mid- to
large-size operation.
❙❙➤ www.albatwirsam.com

Consona Focuses
on Continuous
Improvement

PMC Software Inc.
says it maximizes the
reporting and re-cutting
of glass rejects throughout the plant. A company representative says
customers using its
remake software report
the following benefits:
turnaround time for
remakes decreased to
only minutes; customer
orders shipped complete
and on time; increased
cutting yields; maximized utilization of offal glass; elimination of double-produced rejected lites; machine
and manufacturing problems identified and corrected faster than any competitive
reporting method.
Full Plant Reject Tracking and Remakes uses strategically positioned work centers to
track rejects within monolithic lites, insulating glass units or laminated billets in real
time. Data collection is simple with bar-code scanners and touch screen monitors, providing immediate notification to office and cutting personnel. Reject glass information,
already in the database, eliminates manual data entry. Rejects throughout the plant can
be optimized together.
Real-Time Remakes, an option within the company’s cutting line control software, offers
automatic reject processing that ensures rejected lites are re-cut before the run leaves the
cutting area. Automated processing groups rejects from cutting, full plant reject tracking
and remakes and the lowest yielding layout of the run further increasing yields.

Consona Corp. (formerly known as M2M Holdings
Inc.) provides customer
relationship management
(CRM) and enterprise
resource planning (ERP)
software and services. The
Consona ERP business
unit includes two products ❙❙➤ www.pmcsoftware.com
that enable more than
2,500 customers to improve their EQUANTIS: Just What
business processes continuously.
the Dealer Ordered
Intuitive ERP is a comprehenELCIA, a Montreal-based softsive software application built ware development company, prousing 100-percent Microsoft NET vides
solutions
for
North
technology that helps manufac- American retailers and manufacturers with mixed-mode produc- turers in the door and window
tion processes integrate every industry through its EQUANTIS
aspect of their business around a software. The company describes
single, enterprise-wide system. the product as efficient and userMade2Manage ERP is a software friendly, and built to meet the winapplication that helps manufac- dow dealer’s sale force needs.
turers with mixed-mode producEQUANTIS includes a simple
tion processes do the same.
cost breakdown tool, designed to
❙❙➤ www.made2manage.com
calculate all door and window

products automatically. This
includes doors, windows, shutters, garage doors, hardware, etc.
It enables users to perform a
cost breakdown rapidly for all
products. Quotations are clear,
product descriptions comprehensive and linked to illustrations. The new graphic generator
creates scale illustrations automatically, thus offering greater
precision and visual aspect to
the quotes, according to the
company.
❙❙➤ www.equantis.com
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